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ABSTRACT 
JIL-1 encodes a chromatin-associated tandem serine/threonine kinase in Drosophila 
melanogaster. JIL-1 predominantly associates with interbands on polytene chromosomes. It 
appears at higher levels on the X chromosome than on autosomes in males, and distributes 
about equally on all chromosomes in females. In addition, in males JIL-1 overlaps with the 
MSL (for male specific lethal) complex that specifically associates with the male X 
chromosome on which expression of most genes are upregulated. 
We isolated JIL-1 mutants by inducing imprecise excision of an EP element inserted in 
JIL-1. We found that JIL-1 is required for viability of both females and males, but male 
viability is more sensitive to reduction of JIL-1 levels. Additionally, JIL-1 is required for 
embryogenesis, oogenesis and segment identity. Polytene chromosomes from JIL-1 mutant 
third instar larvae are shortened, coiled and lose their banding patterns, suggesting that JIL-1 
plays a role in maintaining higher order chromatin structure. JIL-1 mutants show reduced 
levels of histone H3 serine 10 (serlO) phosphorylation. The higher level of histone H3 serlO 
phosphorylation on the male X chromosome is dependent upon JIL-1. However, the level of 
histone H3 serlO phosphorylation in mitotic cells is similar between JIL-1 mutants and wild 
type, suggesting that JIL-1 mainly controls histone H3 serlO phosphorylation in interphase. 
JIL-1 kinase domain I (KDI) interacts with Lola ZF5, a splice isoform of the lola locus. 
Most Lola isoforms belong to the class of BTB (for bric-a-brac, tramtrack, and Broad-
complex) domain containing zinc finger proteins while two of them contain no zinc finger motif. 
A lola P-element mutation potentially disrupting all isoforms partially suppresses the reduced 
hatch rate phenotype in JIL-IEP(3)3657/J/L_JEP(3)3657 embryos. The mode of interaction 
between lola and JIL-1 is consistent with the general nature of BTB zinc finger proteins as 
transcription repressors, and suggests possible mechanisms through which other proteins can 
modify JIL-1 functions or JIL-1 regulates other proteins involved in chromatin organization. 
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION 
Chapter 1 of this dissertation begins with background about the JIL-1 protein, 
specifically about its distribution in cells, and its potential involvement in the process of gene 
regulation and dosage compensation. Following the background, a list of research questions 
is given with brief discussion. Chapter 2 is a literature review related to JIL-1 functions and 
covers chromatin structure, chromatin remodeling, histone modification, and dosage 
compensation in Drosophila melanogaster. In chapter 3, I will present our results 
emphasizing JIL-1 functions in Drosophila including isolation of JIL-1 mutations, 
characterization of JIL-1 mutants, and implication of JIL-1 in histone modification and 
chromatin structure. I isolated JIL-1 mutants and molecularly characterized them as shown 
in figure 1. I analyzed these mutants as reported in table 1. I contributed to the analysis of 
embryonic chromosome phenotypes in figure 2 and polytene chromosome morphology 
phenotypes in figure 3. I performed transgenic rescue experiments for chromosome 
morphology, lethality and histone H3 serlO phosphorylation in JIL-1 mutants. I contributed 
to figure 4 and am responsible for panel B of figure 6. I analyzed mitotic phosphorylation of 
histone H3 serlO in wild type and JIL-1 mutants for figure 5, panels G-I. In chapter 4,1 will 
present results in greater details on JIL-1 mutant characterization. I will discuss JIL-1 
maternal effects, JIL-1 phenotypes in oogenesis and phenotypes in homeotic transformation. 
I characterized molecular nature of JIL-1 mutants in figure 1. I did all experiments for 
figures 3, 5-8 and table 4. In chapter 5,1 will present our study on interaction between JIL-1 
and one of its interacting partners Lola ZF5 and the complex splicing pattern of the lola 
locus. I contributed to analyze the sequence of Lola ZF5 in figure 1 panel A. I did 
experiments for final figures of figure 2 panels A and B for molecular interaction between 
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JIL-1 and Lola ZF5. I finished experiments for identification of lola isoforms and updated 
surveys presented in figure 3 panel B and figure 4. I am also responsible for figures 5 and 7. 
In chapter 6, general conclusions will be drawn based on data presented above. Chapter 7 is 
a list of references cited in chapters 1, 2, and 6. Those cited in chapters 3, 4, and 5 are listed 
in the respective chapters. I will thank people who have contributed to my studies in 
acknowledgment. 
BACKGROUND 
JIL-1 encodes a protein with 1207 amino acids containing two ser/thr kinase domains, 
an NH2-terminal domain (NTD) and a COOH-terminal domain (CTD) with about 320 
residues. JIL-1 is associated with chromosomes throughout the cell cycle. JIL-1 was 
initially isolated from a Drosophila melanogaster expression library with the antibody 
mAb2A (Johansen, 1996; Johansen et al., 1996). Homology searches using JIL-1 sequences 
identified human MSKl as the most related homolog and some others including mammalian 
RSK2 and Drosophila RSK. Phylogenetic analysis puts JIL-1 and human MSKl into one 
kinase subfamily, which is highly related to, but distinct from, the RSK subfamily kinases 
(Jin et al., 1999). Although JIL-1 KDI domain is highly conserved compared to the MSK 
subfamily members, JIL-1 KDII (for kinase domain II) is more divergent from the MSKs. In 
addition, MSKs do not have the similar NTD or CTD of JIL-1 kinase, suggesting possible 
divergent regulatory functions of these regions. MSKl has been suggested to be the major 
histone H3 serlO kinase in mouse fibroblast cells (Thomson et al., 1999). Similar to RSK2 
and MSKl, the JIL-1 immunocomplex was able to phosphorylate histone H3 serlO in in vitro 
kinase assays (Jin et al., 1999). In vitro data implied that JIL-1 might regulate histone H3 
phosphorylation (Jin et al., 1999), however, in vivo support for this notion was lacking before 
strong JIL-1 mutants were isolated (Wang et al., 2001). 
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On polytene chromosomes, JIL-1 binds to interbands with little overlap with 
condensed DNA bands in both sexes (Jin et al., 1999). JIL-1 associates with all 
chromosomes at about equal levels in females. Interestingly, JIL-1 is enriched on the male X 
polytene chromosomes while it also associates with hundreds of bands on autosomes in 
males. The majority of genes on the X chromosome in males are regulated by dosage 
compensation to achieve equal expression to those on the two X chromosomes in females. It 
is believed that male dosage compensation in Drosophila is controlled by the MSL complex 
containing at least two non-coding RNAs and five proteins (Kelly and Kuroda, 2002; 
Gilfillan et al., 2004). One protein in the MSL complex called MOF (for males absent on the 
first) is a histone acetyltransferase (HAT) that leads to hyperacetylation of histone H4 lysine 
16 (lys 16) along the male X chromosome (Hilfiker et al., 1997; Smith et al., 2000). Double 
labeling experiments using JIL-1 and MSL antibodies revealed a largely overlapping pattern 
on the male X chromosome (Jin et al., 2000). Furthermore, JIL-1 and MSL proteins were in 
the same immunocomplex suggesting a physical association (Jin et al., 2000). These data 
suggest a role for the JIL-1 kinase in dosage compensation. That JIL-1 proteins are enriched 
on a chromosome with overall higher transcriptional activities than other chromosomes in the 
same cell and preferentially distribute on gene-active interbands suggests that JIL-1 may 
function in chromatin organization and gene activation. 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND SIGNIFICANCE 
Isolation of JIL-1 mutations 
The JIL-1 kinase is a candidate protein that potentially regulates chromatin structure 
especially on chromosome interbands. Polytene chromosome interbands are considered to be 
transcriptionally more active (Rykowski et al., 1988). In vitro JIL-1 phosphorylation of 
histone H3 serlO suggests a correlation between JIL-1 activity and regulation of chromosome 
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structure (Jin et al., 1999). However, questions about whether or not JIL-1 is required for 
maintenance of chromosome structure, or to what extent and how JIL-1 is required could not 
be properly addressed without in vivo evidence. Therefore, we aimed to isolate JIL-1 
mutations to analyze consequences of loss of JIL-1 in animals. An EP element inserted in 
JIL-1 locus was identified in a search for JIL-1 related sequences (Wang et al., 2001). This 
original EP(3)3657 allele of JIL-1 still has about 15% of JIL-1 proteins left compared to wild 
type and provided the means by which we could generate more severe alleles of JIL-1, 
including a complete null, as well as less severe alleles. 
Is JIL-1 essential for survival or required for specific developmental processes in D. 
melanogasterl 
Following identification of the JIL-1z2 null allele and strong hypomorphs such as JIL-
lz60 and JIL-lDf(3L>h9 (JIL-lh9), we studied whether JIL-1 is required for viability at 
different developmental stages (Wang et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2003a). We found that 
complete loss of JIL-1 protein results in lethality at late larval to pupal stages. Furthermore, 
JIL-1 is required for normal embryogenesis and oogenesis. 
Does JIL-1 regulate chromosome structure? 
Since JIL-1 localizes to interbands on polytene chromosomes, it is of interest to 
examine the effects of loss of JIL-1 on polytene chromosome structure. We found that in 
strong JIL-1 mutants, polytene chromosomes lose normal banding patterns present in wild 
type (Wang et al., 2001). Polytene chromosomes are coiled and shortened. The mutant male 
X chromosome is the most severely perturbed compared to autosomes and female 
chromosomes. These data argue for JIL-1's role in maintaining normal chromosome 
structure. 
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In JIL-1 hypomorphs, such as JlL-lEp(3>3657IJlL-lEp(3)3657 or JIL-lEp(3)3657/JIL-
lz2, identity of cells in the A6 (for abdominal 6) segment is transformed to that of the more 
anterior segment. This phenotype is similar to trx group (trx-G) mutations affecting 
chromatin structure at the regulatory region of the abd-B gene (reviewed in Orlando and 
Paro, 1995; Simon, 1995). Consistently, these JIL-1 mutations interact with known trx-G 
mutations in a synergistic manner supporting a hypothesis that JIL-1 regulates abd-B gene. 
Does JIL-1 regulate histone modification? 
Due to the observation that the JIL-1 immunocomplex phosphorylates histone H3 
serlO in in vitro kinase assays, it is reasonable to compare this modification between JIL-1 
mutants and wild type. Histone H3 serlO phosphorylation is significantly reduced in JIL-1 
mutants. Furthermore, by antibody double labeling, we found that JIL-1 and H3 serlO 
phosphorylation colocalize on polytene chromosomes and the latter is also upregulated on the 
male X chromosome mimicking the JIL-1 pattern in salivary glands (Wang et al., 2001). 
Is JIL-1 important for male dosage compensation in D. melanogasterl 
In addition to previous studies in our laboratory (Jin et al., 1999; Jin et al., 2000), a 
few lines of evidence support that JIL-1 is potentially involved in dosage compensation. 
First, male viability is more sensitive to JIL-1 reduction than that of females, suggesting an 
additional role for JIL-1 in males (Wang et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2003a). Second, as 
mentioned above, loss of JIL-1 perturbed the structure of the male X chromosomes more 
than autosomes, suggesting that JIL-1 plays an additional role to maintain normal structure of 
the male X chromosome. 
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Do other proteins interact with JIL-1? 
Chromosome structure and functions are regulated by histones and non-histone 
proteins, such as chromatin remodeling complexes, histone modifying complexes, and 
transcription factors. These proteins may act in parallel or sequentially in different pathways. 
We expect that JIL-1 may act with different proteins, some of which may directly or 
indirectly modulate JIL-1 functions or pass JIL-1 signals to downstream factors. One 
approach applied was yeast two-hybrid screening to find proteins that interact with JIL-1 
directly. Lola ZF5 was identified from such a screen using JIL-1 KDI as the bait (Zhang et 
al., 2003b). Lola ZF5 is an isoform of the complex lola locus in Drosophila and encodes a 
potential transcription regulator with zinc finger DNA binding motif. We characterized the 
lola locus and interactions between Lola ZF5 and JIL-1. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
CHROMATIN STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION 
In eukaryotes DNA is packaged into chromatin comprised of repeated nucleosomal 
arrays (Kornberg, 1974). A nucleosome contains about 200 base pairs of DNA wrapped 
around a histone octamer (Kornberg, 1999). The X-ray crystal structure of a nucleosome has 
been resolved at 2.8 Â in 1997 (Luger et al., 1997). The core histones in a nucleosomal 
histone octamer are organized into one histone H3/H4 tetramer and two histone H2A/H2B 
heterodimers. Each type of core histone contains three a helices connected by loops to form 
the so-called "histone fold" with extended tails at both the NH2-terminal and COOH-terminal 
ends. Histones in the same nucleosome interact through histone folds. The octamer is 
formed by interactions between H4 of the H3/H4 tetramer and H2A in an H2A/H2B pair on 
each side of the H3/H4 tetramer. Approximately 146 basepairs of double-stranded DNA 
wrap around a histone octamer to form the nucleosome core particle (Luger et al., 1997). 
Interactions between superhelical DNA and histones generally inhibit non-histone factors to 
bind to DNA and are thus repressive to processes such as transcription to occur (reviewed in 
Luger et al., 1997). The NH2-terminal tails of histone H3 and H2B have random coils and 
pass between the channel formed by minor grooves of DNA helix. The histone H4 amino 
acids 16-25 contact with a highly acidic patch on an H2A/H2B heterodimer in a neighboring 
nucleosome in the crystal structure, and are likely involved in formation of higher order 
chromatin structure by mediating inter-nucleosomal interactions (Luger et al., 1997). 
Histone tails are highly basic and are targets for covalent modifications (reviewed in Strahl 
and Allis, 2000). These modifications likely modify interactions between histones and 
chromatin components, such as DNA, other histones and non-histone proteins. 
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It is clear that nucleosomes are further organized into higher order chromatin 
structure to form chromosomes, yet little is known about how chromatin is folded above the 
30 nm chromatin level. Major models concerning chromosome structure are based on studies 
on mitotic chromosomes (reviewed in Hirano, 2000). Radial loop models propose that 
radially organized 30 nm chromatin loops attach to an axial chromosome scaffold comprised 
of non-histone proteins such as topoisomerase lia and SMC proteins (Saitoh et al., 1994). In 
contrast, the hierarchical model of chromosome folding proposes that 10 nm and 30 nm 
fibers fold into larger fibers that further coil into condensed metaphase chromosomes and this 
process does not require existence of a protein scaffold (Belmont et al., 1987; Belmont and 
Bruce, 1994). Intermediate chromatin fibers at different folding levels have been suggested 
between 30 nm and ~100-130 nm in telophase (Belmont and Bruce, 1994) and -250 nm fiber 
in metaphase (Strukov et al., 2003). However, recent chromosome micromanipulation 
experiments support a chromatin network model in which chromosomes are stabilized by 
proteins cross-linking adjacent fibers (Poirier and Marko, 2002). Recent studies examining 
Topo lia and SMC2 distributions on prophase chromosomes and measuring SMC2 axial 
core diameter support a hierarchical folding/axial glue model (Kireeva et al., 2004). In this 
model, chromosome compaction is driven by hierarchical folding in early mitosis and is 
stabilized by cross-linking proteins in later stages. 
Polytene chromosomes are specialized chromosomes found in many insects. In 
polytene tisssues, chromosomes undergo many rounds of duplication without cytokinesis. 
Moreover, in these cells duplicated chromatids align between homologous sequences. 
Polytenization results in banding patterns that can be visualized by microscopy. Bands on 
polytene chromosomes are highly compacted relative to interbands that are more 
decondensed (reviewed in Zhimulev et al., 1981). However, little is known about the 
pathway by which polytene chromosomes are organized and molecules involved in the 
formation and maintenance of polytene chromosomes. Ultrastructural studies reveal fibers 
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from more basic 11 nm, 30 nm to 250 nm and 700 nm at higher orders (de Grauw et al., 
1998), yet it is unclear whether fibers at high orders are formed by the same mechanisms as 
those in mitosis and how chromatids maintain their alignment in register on polytene 
chromosomes. 
Interphase chromatin can be divided into gene-poor heterochromatin and gene-rich 
euchromatin (Weiler and Wakimoto, 1995). Heterochromatin and euchromatin contrast in 
many different aspects. For example, heterochromatic DNA is highly compacted and 
replicates late in S phase, whereas euchromatic DNA is less condensed and replicates earlier. 
In Drosophila salivary gland cells, heterochromatin adjacent to centromeres (PH) and 
telomeres (TH) are underreplicated so that only euchromatic regions are highly polytenized. 
Dark bands on polytene chromosome arms are not heterochromatic, but their highly 
condensed feature is similar to heterochromatin and generally thought to be gene-inactive. 
Another type of heterochromatin is found dispersed on polytene chromosome arms and 
called intercalary heterochromatin (IH) with features similar to PH and TH (reviewed in 
Zhimulev and Belyaeva, 2003). DNA sequences in heterochromatin usually contain highly 
repetitive satellite DNA or transposable elements with few genes. The highly compacted 
conformation of heterochromatin is generally unfavorable for expression of most 
euchromatic genes. 
In Drosophila some chromosome rearrangements relocate euchromatic genes 
adjacent to heterochromatin and result in clonal gene inactivation maintained through 
subsequent cell divisions giving rise to a phenomenon called position effect variegation 
(PEV) (reviewed in Wallrath, 1998). In D. melanogaster, mutations have been isolated that 
can enhance or suppress PEV. Most PEV modifiers described to date are involved in 
regulation of chromatin structure, histone modification or DNA replication. In 
heterochromatin spreading models, PEV modifiers help to maintain or propagate 
heterochromatin or euchromatin. A paradigm for PEV is the white locus translocations in D. 
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melanogaster that put the white locus close to PH. Early inactivation and stable maintenance 
during subsequent cell divisions in a subset of cells result in a mosaic eye phenotype in 
adulthood. Although in cis spreading models can effectively explain many observations, 
reexamination of PEV using a few variegating rearrangements involving white and roughest 
regions on the X chromosome led to a suggestion that loss of some genomic regions 
normally positioned between heterochromatin and euchromatin affects the strength of PEV 
(Talbert and Henikoff, 2000). A recent study on Scim mutants (for small chromosome 
inheritance modifier) suggested that many PEV modifiers are important for faithful 
chromosome inheritance in Drosophila (Dobie et al., 2001). 
It has been proposed that chromatin insulators could regulate nuclear localization and 
activities of chromatin (Gerasimova and Corces, 1996; Geyer, 1997). Chromatin insulators 
can protect local chromatin from being affected by surrounding chromatin environment, and 
block enhancer-promoter communication when placed in between, suggesting important 
roles of these elements in maintaining chromatin structure (Gerasimova et al., 2000). 
Insulators have been identified in different eukaryotic species. Well-known examples of 
chromatin insulators include Drosophila ses (for specialized chromatin structure) element, 
Fab-7 of the Abd-B gene of bithorax complex in Drosophila (Kellum and Schedl, 1991; 
Zhou et al., 1996). The Drosophila gypsy insulator was initially identified within the gypsy 
retrotransposon composed of 350 basepairs of DNA sequence and two Drosophila proteins 
(Gdula et al., 1996). Suppressor of hairy wing (Su(Hw)) encodes a zinc finger protein and 
binds to the gypsy insulator sequences, whereas Mod(mdg4) is a BTB domain zinc finger 
protein and interacts with Su(Hw) (Dom et al., 1993). On polytene chromosomes, Su(Hw) 
and Mod(mdg4) occupy a few hundred bands. However, in diploid cells there are only 20-25 
foci bound with Su(Hw) and Mod(mdg4) (Gerasimova and Corces, 2000). Therefore, it was 
proposed that numerous binding sites for Su(Hw) and Mod(mdg4) join to form the so-called 
"insulator bodies". One function of insulators might be to bring long-distance DNA 
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sequences into the same nuclear compartment and form large nuclear protein complexes to 
regulate chromatin functions. 
BTB domain proteins have been identified from many different species and are 
implicated in transcription regulation (Godt et al., 1993; Zollman et al., 1994; Bardwell and 
Treisman, 1994). BTB domains are known to form homo/hetero- dimers and multimers 
(Chen et al., 1995), and residues responsible for dimerization are highly conserved between 
different BTB domains (Ahmad et al., 1998). Many BTB domain proteins also contain zinc 
finger motifs with DNA binding activities. Coexistence of BTB domain and zinc finger 
motifs suggests a mechanism through which proteins can mediate long-distance DNA 
communications. GAGA factor is a BTB domain-containing zinc finger protein and is found 
to mediate formation of large DNA-protein complex (Katsani et al., 1999; Read et al., 2000). 
Interestingly, GAGA factor acts a transcription derepressor that regulates nucleosome 
positioning to facilitate transcription. Many BTB domain-containing zinc finger proteins are 
involved in gene repression by recruiting histone deacetylase (HDAC) complexes through 
Sin3A, SMRT and N-CoR co-repressor complexes to regulate chromatin structures (Huynh 
and Bardwell, 1998; Melnick et al., 2002). RARa and BTB domain-containing zinc finger 
protein PLZF (for promyelocyte leukemia zinc finger) fusion proteins caused by 
chromosome translocations result in human acute promyelocytic leukemia. Upon binding of 
retinoic acid ligand, normal RARa (for retinoic acid receptor a) releases HDACs and 
activates gene expression (Wong and Privalsky, 1998). In this case, the BTB domain of 
PLZF does not respond to the binding of retinoic acid to RARa and results in constitutive 
repression of RARa target genes (Lin et al., 1998). Many BTB domain-containing zinc 
finger proteins show complex splicing patterns. For example, the mod(mdg4) locus generates 
at least 21 transcripts by alternative splicing and trans splicing mechanisms with each 
containing the same BTB domain and diverse zinc finger motifs (Buchner et al., 2000). 
Another BTB domain-containing zinc finger protein locus, lola in Drosophila, was found to 
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encode at least 19 different isoforms (Zhang et al., 2003b). Probably these genes use 
alternative splicing to shuffle exons for fine regulation of gene activity or other chromatin 
functions. 
A mechanism termed the "cellular memory system" to maintain cell identity through 
cell divisions involves Drosophila and mammalian trx-G and Pc-G (for Polycomh-Group) 
proteins (reviewed in Simon and Tamkun, 2002; Kennison, 2004). These proteins maintain 
spatial patterns of homeotic gene expression throughout cell cycles. Different homeotic 
genes are expressed in specific domains along the anterior-posterior axis to determine a cell 
identity consistent with the body plan. The expression of homeotic genes is initially 
established during the embryonic stage by transient expression of segmentation genes (Simon 
et al., 1990). When segmentation gene expression disappears, maintenance of proper 
homeotic gene expression is taken over by Trx-G and Pc-G proteins. In general, Trx-G 
proteins maintain "open" chromatin domain structures at regulatory elements of homeotic 
genes for active transcription, whereas Pc-G proteins act in the opposite manner (reviewed in 
Orlando and Paro, 1995). The loci within and between the two groups often exhibit genetic 
interactions suggesting that the functions of the two groups are closely related. Activities of 
Trx-G and Pc-G proteins at the regulatory region of a particular homeotic gene must be 
balanced and restricted in defined domains to ensure the proper body pattern. Some 
activities associated with Trx-G and Pc-G proteins have been recently found in 
multicomponent complexes involved in chromatin remodeling or histone modifications 
(reviewed in Simon and Tamkun, 2002). 
ATP-DEPENDENT CHROMATIN REMODELING 
Organization of DNA into nucleosomes is generally repressive to transcription 
(reviewed in Kornberg and Lorch, 1999). Nucleosomal structures need to be disrupted for 
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transcription to occur (Bednar et al., 1999). In the absence of transcriptional activators, most 
yeast core promoters do not associate with TBP (for TATA box-binding protein) (Kuras and 
Struhl, 1999). 
One type of chromatin remodeling complex can utilize ATP as energy (reviewed in 
Workman and Kingston, 1998). In D. melanogaster, the Brahma complex is the homolog for 
the yeast SWI/SNF ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complex (Tamkun et al., 1992). 
The Drosophila Brahma complex contains at least seven different polypeptides including the 
Brahma ATPase, Osa, Moira and SNR1 (Workman and Kingston, 1998). In reconstituted 
transcription assays, the Brahma complex is essential for a DNA binding transcription 
activator-directed activation on nucleosomal templates (Kal et al., 2000). 
NURF (for nucleosome remodeling factor), ACF (for ATP-utilizing chromatin 
assembly and remodeling factor) and CHRAC (for chromatin accessibility complex) 
complexes all use the ISWI (for imitation of switch) ATPase as the catalytic core (reviewed 
in Dirscherl and Krebs, 2004). The NURF complex contains four polypeptides including the 
ISWI ATPase, NURF55, involved in histone metabolism and also found in other chromatin 
remodeling complexes, NURF38 and the largest subunit NURF301. ISWI-containing 
complexes can slide nucleosomes along DNA template in cis without permanently displacing 
histone octamers from DNA (Hamiche et al., 1999). This contrasts with the SWI/SNF 
complex that can generate a stable remodeled nucleosome intermediate or transfer a histone 
octamer in trans. The NURF complex is the key ATP-dependent remodeling complex that 
mediates GAGA factor directed hsp70 gene regulation (Xiao et al., 2001). NURF301, or 
E(bx) (for Enhancer of bithorax) in Drosophila, provides an interaction interface with GAGA 
factor. The NURF complex recruited by GAGA factor facilitates nucleosomal movement to 
expose DNA to other transcriptional activators or repressors depending on gene context 
(Badenhorst et al., 2002). The activities of NURF require flexible histone NH2-terminal 
tails, especially the histone H4 tail. 
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In Drosophila, mutations removing ISWI functions perturb the structure of the male 
X polytene chromosome (Deuring et al., 2000; Corona et al., 2002). While autosomes appear 
similar to wild type, the male X chromosome looks puffy in ISWI mutants. Although ISWI is 
the core component for a few different remodeling complexes, to date only mutation in 
NURF301 exhibits the same male X chromosome phenotype as ISWI mutations (Badenhorst 
et al., 2002). Taken together these data suggest that the NURF complex is required for 
maintenance of the male X chromosome structure. The male X chromosome in Drosophila 
recruits the MSL remodeling complex that contains the MOF histone acetylation activity 
toward lys 16 on histone H4 NH2-terminal tails (see below). Blocking of MOF activity 
suppresses the X chromosome phenotype in ISWI mutants, suggesting counteracting 
functions between the MSL complex and the NURF complex (Corona et al., 2002). 
HISTONE MODIFICATION 
Recent studies have shown that the extended NH2-terminal tails of core histones 
undergo multiple covalent modifications, including acetylation, phosphorylation, 
methylation, ubiquitination and ADP-ribosylation, to regulate fundamental chromatin 
functions (reviewed in Cheung et al. 2000a). These modifications play important roles in 
regulating transcription, replication, DNA repair, chromosome segregation, and 
recombination. Modified histone tails may either directly change the nucleosomal structure, 
inter-nucleosomal interactions or act as a platform for other factors to recognize. The 
"histone code" model was proposed to explain multiple histone modifications and their 
coordinated actions (Strahl and Allis, 2000). In this model, a set of modifications on the 
same or different histones coordinately encode specific information for downstream 
molecules to read out. 
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The role of histone acetylation is well established in gene activation. Histone 
acetylation is dynamically regulated by histone acetyltransferases and histone deacetylases in 
opposite manners. The Tetrahymena HATAI (for histone acetyltransferase Al) and its yeast 
homolog GCN5 are among the first H ATs that were identified (Brownell et al., 1996). 
HATAI is found in Tetrahymena macronuclei where histone hyperacetylation and active 
transcription occur. Acetylation of histone H3 lys 14 by SAGA, a GCN5 histone 
acetyltransferase complex, is correlated with gene activation in yeast (Grant et al., 1997; 
Wang et al., 1998). In Drosophila, histone H4 lys 16 acetylation by MSL, a MOF histone 
acetyltransferase complex, is correlated with the 2-fold hypertranscription of male X 
chromosome-linked loci (Belote & Lucchesi 1980, Hilfker et al. 1997, Akhtar et al. 2000). 
The bromo domain is a specific motif that binds to acetylated residues (Dhalluin et al., 1999). 
This conserved sequence comprised of about 100 amino acids is found in different proteins 
involved in chromatin remodeling including many HATs. 
Histones can be methylated on lysine and arginine residues. Human SUV39H1 and 
murine Suv39hl, the mammalian homologs of Drosophila PEV suppressor Su(var)3-9, were 
the first identified HMTs (for histone methyltransferases) (Rea et al., 2000). Su(var)3-9 has 
a conserved SET (for Su(var)3-9, E(Z) and Trithorax) domain with a length of ~140 amino 
acids to which the methylation activity toward H3 lys9 has been mapped (Rea et al., 2000). 
Lys9 methylated histone H3 recruits HP1 (for heterochromatin protein 1) through the 
conserved HP1 chromo (for chromosome organization and modification) domain and is 
required for stable heterochromatin (Cheutin et al., 2002). In fission yeast, the mating type 
of the cell is determined by the transcriptionally active matl locus while the flanking mat2/3 
loci adopt a silent status. The heterchromatic interval between matl and mat3 is found 
tightly associated with lys9 methylated H3 and fission yeast HP1 homolog Swi6p, whereas 
histone H3 lys4 methylation is found on surrounding euchromatin (Noma et al., 2001). 
Boundary elements flanking this heterochromatic island are required to restrict histone 
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methylation pattern in defined chromatin domains and are enriched in H3 lys9 methylation 
and Swi6p in ChIP assays. Another prototype SET domain protein Trx, exhibits specificity 
toward histone H3 lys4 site and is involved in maintenance of active chromatin structures in 
Drosophila (Czermin et al., 2002). Another trx-G member Ashl is an HMT toward lys4 and 
lys9 on H3 and lys20 on H4 (Beisel et al., 2002; Byrd and Shearn, 2003). Surprisingly, 
phenotypic analyses of trx and ashl double mutants showed that trx and ashl are not 
required for transcriptional activation of homeotic genes, instead, they are required for 
preventing homeotic genes from Pc-G mediated silencing, suggesting they act as 
derepressors (Klymenko and Muller, 2004). 
Histone phosphorylation on serines and threonines is involved in multiple chromatin 
functions. For example, histone H2B thrl3 phosphorylation by mammalian STK (for Sterile 
Twenty Kinase) is correlated with programmed cell death in mammals (Cheung et al., 2003). 
Phosphorylation at serl39 of a histone H2A variant H2AX is involved in DNA repair 
(reviewed in Redon et al., 2002). Specific protein domains or motifs recognizing 
phosphorylated serines or threonines have not yet been identified. Functions and regulation 
of serlO phosphorylation on histone H3 have been extensively studied. The importance of 
histone H3 serlO phosphorylation was first demonstrated in Tetrahymena where a H3 S10A 
mutation caused chromosome segregation defects (Wei et al., 1999). Mitotic 
phosphorylation of histone H3 serlO is regulated by AuroraB/Ipl 1 kinases and Glc7/PPl 
phosphatases in worm and mammals (Hsu et al., 2000). RNAi (for RNA interference) of 
Aurora B kinase in Drosophila S2 cells demonstrated reduction of H3 phosphorylation in 
mitotic cells, incomplete chromosome condensation and other chromosome segregation 
defects, suggesting that Aurora B kinase controls mitotic phosphorylation of histone H3 at 
serlO (Giet and Glover, 2001). 
Furthermore, the same modification controlled by yeast SNF1 kinase and mammalian 
MSKl (for mitogen and stress-stimulated kinase 1) subfamily kinases correlates with gene 
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activation (Lo et al., 2001; Thomson et al., 1999). Dynamic H3 serlO phosphorylation at 
promoter regions is correlated with transcriptional activation of proto-oncogenes, such as c-
fos and c-jun, in mammalian cells. 
Therefore, on one hand, phosphorylation of H3 molecules at serlO site is involved in 
chromosome condensation where chromatin is highly compacted. On the other, the same 
modification correlates with specific interphase gene activation that requires chromatin fibers 
to be accessible to transcription factors. One theory to explain the apparent contradiction is 
that histone H3 phosphorylation coordinates with other histone modifications, such as histone 
acetylation occurring on H3 lysl4, to allow gene activation, whereas H3 serlO 
phosphorylation in concert with H3 ser28 phosphorylation might define chromosome 
condensation. Therefore, there might be specific combinations of histone modifications to 
code for different processes (reviewed in Cheung et al., 2000a; Strahl and Allis, 2000). 
Several studies suggested that phosphorylation and acetylation synergistically 
regulate c-fos and c-jun activation induced by EGF (Cheung et al. 2000b; Clayton et al., 
2000). In vitro, serlO phosphorylated histone H3 NH2-terminal tail peptide is more 
efficiently acetylated at the lys 14 site by GCN5 histone acetyltransferase than a non-
phosphorylated substrate (Cheung et al., 2000b). In ChIP (for chromatin 
immunogrecipitation) assays, it was found that histone H3 molecules with serlO 
phosphorylation and lys 14 acetylation double modifications are specifically associated with 
the c-fos and c-jun promoters upon EGF stimulation. In S. serevisiae, the SNFl histone H3 
serlO kinase complex acts with the GCN5 histone H3 lys 14 acetyltransferase complex at the 
INOI locus to induce transcription in a promoter specific manner (Lo et al., 2001). 
Interestingly, as efficient H3 lys 14 acetylation requires preexisting phosphorylated serlO on 
the same molecule, GCN5 activity is not required for SNFl activity at the INOI promoter. 
T h e r e f o r e ,  i t  a p p e a r s  t h a t  S N F l  a n d  G C N 5  c o o r d i n a t e  s e q u e n t i a l l y  t o  a c t i v a t e  I N O I  
transcription. 
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To date, many activities catalyzing histone modifications have been identified. It is 
clear that histone modifications are involved in regulating chromatin activities, specifying 
chromatin domains, and determining chromatin structures. However, fundamental questions 
remain as to how these functions are achieved in vivo. We studied the JIL-1 kinase in 
Drosophila and found that it regulates histone H3 serlO phosphorylation in interphase cells 
and helps maintain normal polytene chromosome structure (Wang et al, 2001). In 
Combination with molecular, biochemical and cell biological techniques, the extremely 
powerful genetic tools available in the Drosophila system offer great opportunities to dissect 
the JIL-1 pathway regulating chromatin structure and function. 
DOSAGE COMPENSATION IN DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER 
Many species have two X chromosomes in females and only one X chromosome in 
males. The question arises how gene expression on the sex chromosomes are balanced 
between females and males. This problem is overcome by developing dosage compensation 
mechanisms in different species during evolution. For example, in human and mouse, one 
female X chromosome is highly condensed and largely transcriptionally inactive while the 
other is as active as the X chromosome in males to ensure roughly equal levels of gene 
expression on the X chromosomes between the two sexes (reviewed in Kelly and Kuroda, 
1995; Kelly and Kuorda, 2000). The inactive X chromosome in a female is coated by a 
noncoding RNA called Xist. Interestingly, the Xist RNAs recruit the mammalian ESC-EZ 
complex homologous to Drosophila Pc-G proteins to methylate histone H3 at lys27 and 
initiate X inactivation (reviewed in Cao and Zhang, 2004). 
In C. elegans, the two X chromosomes in hermaphrodites are decorated by dpy (for 
dumpy) gene products. One of the dpy genes dpy-27 encodes a protein homologous to SMC 
proteins involved in chromosome condensation (reviewed in Rattner and Meller, 2004; 
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Oliver and Parisi, 2004). It is thought that the C. elegans dosage compensation complex 
mimics the 13S condensin complex and makes both X chromosomes less accessible to 
transcription machinery (Hirano et al, 1995). With gene expression on the X chromosomes 
reduced to half, the two X chromosomes in hermaphrodites now combined have about equal 
transcription levels as the single X chromosome in males. 
In D. melanogaster, instead of using mechanisms to either completely silence one of 
the female X chromosomes as in mammals or incompletely as in the worm, dosage 
compensation is achieved by upregulation of genes linked with the X chromosome in males. 
Genetic studies have been carried out to identify mutations causing male specific lethality as 
the result of perturbation of the process of male dosage compensation. In genetic screens, 
msl-1, -2, -J, mof, and mle (for maleless) have been isolated by virtue of mutations in any of 
these genes causing specific male lethality (reviewed in Kelly and Kuroda, 1995; Kelly and 
Kuorda, 2000). Two noncoding RNAs, roXl and roX2, were also identified as transcripts 
specifically coating the male X chromosome with functional redundancy (Meller et al., 1997; 
Amerin and Axel, 1997; reviewed in Akhtar, 2003). These RNAs and proteins form a large 
complex of about 2MDa that functions to dosage compensate the male X chromosome in 
Drosophila (Gorman and Baker, 1994). Recently, the JIL-1 kinase regulating histone H3 
serlO phosphorylation has also been suggested to be a component of the mechanism (Jin et 
al., 2000; Wang et al., 2001; reviewed in Gilffillan et al., 2004). 
Antibodies against MSL components revealed a few hundred MSL binding sites on 
the male X chromosome and a small number of sites on autosomes, whereas JIL-1 staining 
pattern is special in that it associates with the male X chromosome at a higher level and 
overlaps with the majority of MSL sites in addition to hundreds of binding sites on 
autosomes (Jin et al., 1999; Jin et al., 2000). Moreover, JIL-1 binds to hundreds of sites on 
female chromosomes where there is no MSL complex at all. 
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MSL1 and MSL2 interact and form the core partial complex to organize other MSL 
proteins to bind. MOF has a HAT domain with specificity toward the H4 lys 16 and leads to 
H4 hyperacetylation along the male X chromosome (Bone et al., 1994; Smith et al., 2000). It 
also contains an atypical chromo domain that interacts with roX RNAs (Akhtar et al., 2000). 
MLE is a DNA/RNA helicase required for spreading of MSL complex on the male X 
chromosome (Kuroda et al., 1991). MSL3 requires MOF to associate with X chromosome. 
Both MSL3 and MOF require MLE to associate with the X chrormosome. Recently it was 
found that MOF acetylates MSL3 and eliminates RNA binding and X chromosome 
association of MSL3 (Morales et al., 2004). In addition, MOF can autoacetylate and 
acetylate MSL1 in vitro, suggesting a novel regulatory mechanism of the MSL complex 
localization and functions (Morales et al., 2004). It might be interesting to examine whether 
JIL-1 modifies any MSL components. Assembly of the MSL complex only occurs in males 
because the female version of S XL (for Sex-lethal) splicing factor blocks successful msl2 
mRNA splicing and translation in females (Kelly et al., 1997). Absence of MSL1 or MSL2 
protein does not allow other MSL proteins to form stable complex, hence there is no 
functional MSL complex in females. In the absence of MSL3, MOF or MLE, other MSL 
components form partial complexes and can be detected at only 30-50 high affinity sites on 
the male X chromosome including the two roX loci (reviewed in Kelly and Kuorda, 2000). 
One of the central questions is how the Drosophila MSL complex defines discrete 
chromatin domains on a whole chromosome to regulate transcription. Lessons from studies 
on PEV suggested a spreading theory of chromatin identity along chromosomes in which 
heterochromatin spreads toward flanking euchromatin from initiation sites (reviewed in 
Wallrath, 1998). It is found that both roX loci on the X chromosome can serve as spreading 
centers (Kelly et al., 1999). When roX genes are inserted in autosomes, MSL complex can 
spread megabase pairs into flanking regions of roX gene insertion sites. It has been imagined 
that the MSL complex spreads in cis along the X chromosome using the 30-50 high affinity 
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sites as nucleation sites. However, it was shown both in PEV and in the case of MSL that 
"spreading" can be discontinuous, i.e., they skip some regions and appear as discrete bands. 
In addition, although in cis spreading can explain local events, it is hard to imagine how in a 
three dimensional nucleus these soluble proteins only diffuse in one dimension. A recent 
study showed that the MSL complex could bind to regions without any of the above high 
affinity sites, at least shaking the hypothesis of spreading from high affinity sites as the sole 
mechanism to guide complex distribution (Oh et al., 2004). When MSL proteins are in 
excess relative to roX RNA transcripts, the MSL proteins concentrate on chromosomal 
regions near the roX insertion site and deplete subunits from other sites, supporting in trans 
diffusion of soluble complex (Oh et al., 2004). It should be helpful to examine this model by 
incorporating knowledge of how chromatin regions from long distances apart are brought to 
the same spatial vicinity and how chromatin domains are defined. At the same time, it is also 
important to consider that determinants other than the known 30-50 high affinity sites might 
be present on the X chromosome to define the MSL association. 
MSL acts as a large MOF histone acetyltransferase complex to regulate histone H4 
lys 16 hyperacetylation on the X chromosome. Antibody developed specific to lys 16 
acetylated histone H4 isoform decorates the male X chromosome in a similar pattern to MSL 
proteins. When MOF is targeted to the promoter region, it activates a reporter gene 
transcription in a manner dependent on its HAT activity (Smith et al., 2000). However, a 
ChIP study showed that the MSL complex normally localizes to gene coding regions instead 
of the promoter regions on X chromosome genes, raising the question whether the previous 
observation was due to the artificial assay system (Smith et al., 2001). It was proposed that 
the MSL complex might facilitate transcription elongation instead of initiation based on these 
observations. 
In our laboratory, we found that JIL-1 is at higher levels and overlaps with MSL 
proteins on the male X chromosome in addition to localizing to hundreds of sites on 
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autosomes. Furthermore, JIL-1 is found on all chromosomes in females where there is no 
MSL complex, demonstrating that JIL-1 could also be important for females (Jin et al., 
1999). In strong JIL-1 mutants, polytene chromosomes in both sexes are distorted. They 
appear shortened and spiral, although the male X chromosome is the most severely 
perturbed. The banding pattern is compromised on all chromosomes and no bands can be 
distinguished on the male X polytene chromosome (Wang et al., 2001). Ectopic expression 
of MSL2 in females allows the MSL complex to be assembled. In these animals, the MSL 
complex associates with the two female X chromosomes and leads to elevated JIL-1 levels 
on those sites (Jin et al., 2000). However, when JIL-1 is mutated, the MSL complex still 
associates with the male X chromosome and hyperacetylates H4 lys 16 (Wang et al., 2001). 
Therefore, our data suggest that JIL-1 is downstream to MSL proteins in dosage 
compensation. JIL-1 regulated histone H3 serlO phosphorylation appears at higher levels on 
the male X chromosome than on autosomes and mimics the JIL-1 distribution. Interestingly, 
a double modified histone H3 isoform with both serlO phosphorylated and lys 14 acetylated is 
also at higher levels on the male X chromosome, suggesting that the same H3 molecules 
phosphorylated at serlO sites are also acetylated at lys 14 sites (Wang et al., 2001). 
Coordination between H3 phosphorylation and acetylation has been observed in other 
systems. Using the X-linked white gene as a model it was found that JIL-1 regulates white 
gene expression consistent with its potential role in dosage compensation (Lerach, S., 
unpublished result). Although we still do not know whether or not JIL-1 is directly involved 
in gene activation, our evidence shed light on important JIL-1 functions in maintenance of 
higher order chromosome structure (Wang et al., 2001; Deng, H., unpublished). In addition, 
JIL-1 might be important to maintain active chromatin structure at the abd-B gene in the Bx-
C since JIL-1 hypomorphs exhibit transformation phenotypes similar to trx-G mutations and 
the JIL-1 mutant phenotype is genetically enhanced by trx-G mutants brahma and trx 
(Zhang, et al., 2003a). It is possible that JIL-1 acts on at least a subset of its target genes by a 
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mechanism in which multiple chromatin modification activities act synergistically to fine 
regulate gene activity and other chromatin functions. 
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CHAPTER 3. THE JIL-1 TANDEM KINASE MEDIATES HISTONE H3 
PHOSPHORYLATION AND IS REQUIRED FOR MAINTENANCE OF 
CHROMATIN STRUCTURE IN DROSOPHILA' 
Yanming Wang, Weiguo Zhang, Ye Jin, J0rgen Johansen and Kristen M. Johansen 
SUMMARY 
To analyze the function of the chromosomal kinase JIL-1 we generated an allelic 
series of hypomorphic and null mutations. JIL-1 is an essential kinase for viability and 
reduced levels of JIL-1 kinase activity lead to a global change in chromatin structure. In JIL-
1 hypomorphs euchromatic regions of polytene chromosomes are severely reduced and the 
chromosome arms condensed. This is correlated with decreased levels of histone H3 SerlO 
phosphorylation. These levels can be restored by a JIL-1 transgene placing JIL-1 directly in 
the pathway mediating histone H3 phosphorylation. We propose a model where JIL-1 kinase 
activity is required for maintaining the structure of the more open chromatin regions that 
facilitate gene transcription. 
INTRODUCTION 
Higher order chromatin structure is essential for chromosome organization and 
function. Key determinants of chromatin structure include the covalent modifications of 
histone tails present in the repeating nucleosomal arrays that serve to package the DNA. 
These modifications include acetylation, phosphorylation, methylation, ubiquitination, and 
ADP-ribosylation (reviewed in Cheung et al., 2000a). It has been proposed that maintenance 
1 This paper was published in Cell, 105(4): 433-443, 2001. 
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of chromosome structure as well as functionally different chromosomal remodeling events 
depend on various combinations of these modifications (Strahl and Allis, 2000; Turner, 
2000). For example, phosphorylation of the SerlO residue of histone H3 has been implicated 
in chromosome condensation during mitosis (Hendzel et al., 1997; Wei et al., 1998; 1999), 
transcriptional activation of immediate-early genes during interphase (Mahadevan et al., 
1991; Sassone-Corsi et al., 1999; reviewed in Thomson et al., 1999), maintenance of sister 
chromatid cohesion during meiosis (Kaszâs and Cande, 2000), and regulation of heat shock 
induced transcriptional activity (Nowak and Corces, 2000). Whereas phosphorylation of 
SerlO alone or in conjunction with phosphorylation at Ser28 may trigger chromatin 
condensation (Goto et al., 1999; Cheung et al., 2000a), facilitation of transcription may 
require the additional acetylation of the lysines near SerlO (Cheung et al., 2000b; Lo et al., 
2000; Clayton et al., 2000). Thus, the actual state of chromatin structure resulting from 
histone H3 SerlO phosphorylation may be context-dependent and determined in part by 
additional modifications at nearby residues. The current challenge is to identify and 
functionally characterize the molecules orchestrating these events. 
One candidate molecule for being involved in these processes is JIL-1, a novel 
tandem kinase that associates with chromosomes throughout the cell cycle, localizes 
specifically to the gene-active interband regions of the larval polytene chromosomes, and 
phosphorylates histone H3 in vitro (Jin et al., 1999). In addition to its autosomal distribution 
JIL-1 is enriched almost two-fold on the male larval polytene X chromosome due to its 
ability to associate with the MSL (male specific lethal) dosage compensation complex (Jin et 
al., 1999; 2000). Since both female X chromosomes are expressed in Drosophila, in order to 
achieve equal levels of expression of genes on the X chromosome a two-fold hyper-
transcription of the male's single X chromosome occurs relative to the female's two X 
chromosomes and the autosomes (reviewed in Lucchesi, 1998). This enhanced transcription 
is thought to be facilitated by the MSL complex, the activity of which leads to a more open 
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chromatin structure of the male X chromosome (Smith et al., 2000). Therefore, the finding 
that JIL-1 associates with at least one chromatin remodeling machine, the MSL complex (Jin 
et al., 2000) in conjunction with JIL-1 's ability to phosphorylate histone H3 in vitro 
suggested that JIL-1 may play a functional role in controlling chromatin structure at 
regulatory regions in the genome (Jin et al., 1999). 
In this study we have generated an allelic series of JIL-1 hypomorphic mutations 
including a complete null allele. We find that histone H3 SerlO phosphorylation levels are 
severely reduced in the hypomorphic mutants. However, the histone H3 SerlO 
phosphorylation levels are restored by introduction of transgenic JIL-1 activity thus placing 
JIL-1 directly in the pathway mediating histone H3 phosphorylation. JIL-1 hypomorphic and 
null animals show a number of nuclear structural abnormalities including chromatin 
condensation and lack of a chromosome banding pattern in polytene interphase nuclei. 
While the loss of JIL-1 protein resulted in striking alteration of chromosome morphology of 
all chromosomes the most severe effects were observed on the male X chromosome. In 
mitotic nuclei of JIL-1 hypomorphic mutants during embryonic development chromosomes 
and chromatin break down and fragment leading to dispersion of centrosomes and deformed 
mitotic spindles. Homozygous null animals die before or at eclosion indicating that JIL-1 is 
a required kinase. Of the hypomorphic animals that survive to adulthood females outnumber 
males supporting the hypothesis that JIL-1 participates in regulation of dosage compensation. 
These results provide physiological evidence for a role for JIL-1 in the establishment or 
maintenance of higher order chromatin structure that is likely to influence the regulation of 
gene expression. 
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RESULTS 
Generation of an allelic series of JIL-1 hypomorphic mutations 
By screening Genbank with the JIL-1 cDNA sequence we identified a P element 
insertion line (EP(3)3657) in which the inducible overexpression EP element (R0rth et al., 
1998) had integrated on the third chromosome within JIL-1's first exon approximately 700 bp 
upstream of the putative ATG start codon (Figure 1A). Although this insertion interrupts the 
normal JIL-1 transcript, immunoblot analysis with JIL-1 antibody of EP(3)3657 homozygous 
larvae showed that JIL-1 protein is still expressed albeit at a level only 11.4+1.6% (n = 4) 
that of wild type. We quantified this difference by determining the average pixel density of 
JIL-1 immunoblot staining in JIL-1 mutants as compared to wild type. An example of one 
such experiment is shown in Figure 1C. 
In order to generate an allelic series of hypomorphic JIL-1 alleles including a 
complete JIL-1 null allele we mobilized the P-element in EP(3)3657 flies using the D2-3 
transposase (Robertson et al., 1988) and screened for imprecise excision events that altered 
the level of JIL-1 protein. Among 16 imprecise excision events characterized, two lines 
showed significant decreases in JIL-1 protein levels and were chosen for further study. By 
PGR mapping, it was determined that both excision events removed portions of JIL-1 
genomic sequence (depicted as a dashed line in Figure IB) but retained parts of the EP 
element. The JIL-1z60 allele leaves the coding sequence of JIL-1 intact but removes much of 
the 5-UTS as well as the putative JIL-1 promoter region. However, the EP element's 3' end 
including its basal promoter is retained and may be responsible for inducing expression of the 
very low level (3.0+0.8% of wild type, n=4) of JIL-1 protein observed on immunoblots 
(Figure 1C). The JIL-lz2 line removes JIL-1 sequences encompassing the entire second exon 
containing the starting methionine and most of the second intron as well as the 3' EP 
sequence comprising the promoter. This results in complete loss of detectable JIL-1 protein 
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on immunoblots of JIL-17-2 homozygous larvae (Figure 1C) suggesting that JIL-lz2 may 
represent a true null allele. JIL-1 levels can be restored in these mutants upon introduction of 
a JIL-1-GFP transgene integrated on the second chromosome (Jin et al., 1999) providing a 
means for conducting rescue experiments of mutant phenotypes (see below). Immunoblot 
analysis employing anti-JIL-1 antibodies detects this recombinant JIL-1-GFP fusion protein 
as a slightly larger protein due to the added GFP moiety but at levels roughly comparable to 
wild type (Figure ID). 
The JIL-1 kinase is required for viability and affects male to female sex ratio 
The original EP(3)3657 line in conjunction with the newly generated JIL-lz60 and 
JIL-lz2 lines constitute an allelic series of JIL-1 hypomorphic and null mutations. This 
allowed us to analyze the effects of decreasing levels of JIL-1 protein on viability and male 
to female sex ratios. In order to measure and compare viability we collected homozygous 
pupae from heterozygous crosses of the three alleles and determined their eclosion rate. The 
homozygous mutant pupae could be readily identified as they did not display the Tubby 
marker carried on the balancer third chromosome. We found that homozygous EP(3)3657 
larvae, which have only one tenth of the level of JIL-1 protein normally found in wild type 
(Figure 1C), have an eclosion rate of 81% (Table 1). However, as the level of JIL-1 protein 
further decreases to about 3% in JIL-lz60/JIL-lz60 larvae (Figure 1C) the eclosion rate 
reduces to only 0.5% (Table 1). Moreover, the few homozygous JIL-lz60/JIL-lz60 animals 
surviving to adulthood were unable to produce offspring and most died shortly after eclosion. 
The eclosion rate for the null allele JIL-l&IJIL-F2 larvae was 0% (Table 1). These results 
strongly suggest that JIL-1 is an essential kinase for viability. 
Eclosed EP(3)3657/EP(3)3657 adults are fertile and able to produce offspring and 
thus embryos from homozygous parents can be analyzed for the effect of reduced levels of 
JIL-1 on embryonic development. The hatch rate of such embryos was only 4% (16 out of 
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400), showing a significant decrease (p<0.001) below the 83% observed in wild type (333 
out of 402). Whereas reduced eclosion levels are observed for both males and females, male 
viability is more severely affected in all cases of lowered JIL-1 expression (Table 1). For 
example, in EP(3)3657/EP(3)3657 homozygous offspring from heterozygous mothers that 
provide maternal levels of JIL-1 protein during early development due to the mother's wild 
type allele, the number of males eclosing was 73% that of females. In adults eclosing from 
crosses of homozygous parents and thus developing without the increased maternal levels of 
JIL-1, the percentage of males relative to females was 48% (Table 1). Further reduction is 
observed in the severe J IL-1 z60/JIL-1z60 hypomorph which give rise to only 32% the 
expected number of males relative to females (Table 1). The male to female sex ratio in 
EP(3)3657 flies can be rescued to near wild type ratio by the GFP-JIL-1 transgene. When 
this transgene is introduced into these flies the male to female sex ratio recovers from 48% to 
97% (Table 1). 
Disintegration of chromatin structure in JIL-1 mutant embryos 
We investigated the phenotypic consequences of reduced levels of JIL-1 kinase in 
embryos from EP(3)3657 homozygous parents by labeling chromatin with Hoechst and 
microtubules with anti-tubulin antibody (Figure 2). The average expression level of JIL-1 
kinase in these mutant animals is reduced to about one tenth that of wild type (Figure 1C). A 
range of phenotypes was observed from embryos appearing wild type with regularly spaced 
nuclei (Figure 2A) to embryos where chromatin structure had completely disintegrated 
(Figure 2C). In intermediate phenotypes nuclei in various stages of fragmentation were still 
discernible (Figure 2B). The variable penetrance and range of phenotypes are likely to be a 
result of different levels of JIL-1 expression in individual embryos. Some embryos have 
enough JIL-1 to carry them through embryogenesis as reflected in the 4% hatching rate 
whereas others are below the threshold for maintaining JIL-1 kinase function. In embryos 
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double labeled with Hoechst and anti-tubulin antibody centrosomes were often observed to 
be separated from the nuclear remnants (Figure 2D-F) and in other cases the nuclear 
fragmentation would lead to aberrant and misaligned tubulin spindles (Figure 2G-I). These 
data suggest that reduced levels of JIL-1 kinase lead to a disintegration of nuclear and 
chromatin structure during embryonic development. 
Polytene chromosome morphology is disrupted by loss of JIL-1 
We also assessed the consequences of loss of JIL-1 on polytene chromosome 
structure in interphase nuclei. Chromosomal squashes prepared from either wild type or 
homozygous hypomorphic EP(3)3657, JIL-lz60, or null JIL-1z2 larvae were fixed and labeled 
with Hoechst to visualize the DNA, anti-MSL2 antibody to identify the male X chromosome 
(Zhou et al., 1995; Kelley et al., 1995), and in some cases with anti-JIL-1 antibody. Labeling 
with anti-MSL2 antibody revealed that MSL2 protein still localizes to the X chromosome in 
all three JIL-1 mutant alleles indicating that JIL-1 is not necessary for targeting of the MSL 
complex to the male X chromosome (Figure 3). Identical results were obtained using anti-
MSL1, -MSL3, or histone H4Acl6 antibodies (data not shown) confirming this observation. 
However, we found that chromosome morphology in both males and females was markedly 
affected (Figure 3). Whereas wild type polytene chromosomes show extended arms with a 
regular pattern of Hoechst-stained bands, this pattern while relatively normal in the 
hypomorphic EP(3)3657 mutant animals becomes severely perturbed in strong JIL-lz60 
hypomorphs and the null JIL-lz2 larvae (Figure 3). In these latter preparations the 
euchromatic interband regions are largely absent and the chromosome arms are highly 
condensed. Thus, these results suggest that the JIL-1 kinase is involved in both males and 
females in establishing or maintaining the more open chromatin structure found in the gene-
active interband regions that comprise less tightly packed euchromatin (Rykowski et al., 
1988). 
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Although all of the chromosomes from JIL-1 mutant animals display abnormalities, 
perturbation of the male X chromosome is relatively more severe than that of the autosomes 
(Figure 3). This can be observed in the weaker hypomorphic phenotype from EP(3)3657 
preparations (Figure 3) where although the autosomes are only subtly affected, the male X 
chromosome is significantly shorter and has lost a large degree of its banding pattern. In the 
strong JIL-lz60 hypomorph or the null JIL-1Z2 mutant, the male X chromosome is even more 
condensed with no remaining observable banding pattern or structure (Figure 3). That the 
reduction of JIL-1 protein level is responsible for the defects observed in the homozygous 
animals is further supported by rescue experiments in which transgenic JIL-1-GFP is 
introduced into JIL-lz2/JIL-lz2 animals (Figure 4C and D). Chromosomes from these 
animals now appear essentially wild-type including the male X chromosome (Figure 4C). 
Figure 4D shows that JIL-1 antigenicity is restored and upregulated on the X chromosome as 
detected by JIL-1 antibody. Identical results were observed in rescue experiments employing 
a full-length JIL-1 transgene which did not contain the GFP moiety (data not shown). 
Phosphorylation of histone H3 SerlO is upregulated on the male X chromosome 
The upregulation of JIL-1 on the male X chromosome in conjunction with its ability 
to phosphorylate histone H3 SerlO in vitro (Jin et al., 1999) led us to ask whether higher 
levels of phosphorylated histone H3 SerlO (pH3S10) are also present on the male X. 
Conventional polytene chromosome fixation and squash techniques as reported in this study 
and previously (Zink and Paro, 1989; Jin et al., 1999) led to inconsistent banding patterns. 
We reasoned that the highly acidic fixation conditions of the conventional squash protocol 
might be interfering with either antibody performance or antigen stabilization during fixation. 
Therefore, we developed a modified whole mount staining technique for salivary glands that 
gently compressed nuclei beneath a coverslip before fixation in a standard 
paraformaldehyde/PBS solution with a physiological pH. Although the overall resolution of 
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the bands is inferior to the normal squash technique, it does allow visualization of the 
chromosomes suitable for our analysis. Such salivary gland preparations were double-
labeled with antibodies to JIL-1 and pH3S10 as well as with antibodies to JIL-1 and 
phosphoacetylated histone H3 (pH3S10Acl4) (Figure 5). As previously reported (Jin et al., 
1999; 2000) JIL-1 protein is upregulated on the male X chromosome (Figure 5B). This 
upregulation is concomitant with an upregulation of both pH3S10- (Figure 5C) and 
pH3S10Acl4- (Figure 5F) labeling on the male X chromosome as compared to the 
autosomes. Furthermore, in the composite panels it is evident that the staining pattern of the 
antibodies in wild-type animals overlap as indicated by the predominantly yellow banding 
pattern (Figure 5A,D). This labeling pattern was consistently observed in different 
experiments using different lots of pH3S10 antibody from two different companies. We did 
not observe such an upregulation in the female and in homozygous JIL-lz2/JIL-lz2 polytene 
chromosomes neither JIL-1- nor pH3S10- or -pH3S10Acl4 labeling was detectable (data not 
shown). These data suggest that levels of phosphorylated histone H3 SerlO are increased on 
the male X chromosome in a pattern overlapping with that found for the JIL-1 kinase. 
However, it is of interest to note that Western blot analysis does not indicate higher overall 
levels of pH3S10 in males than females (W. Zhang, unpublished observations.) 
Mitotic pH3S10 is not reduced in mutant JIL-1 larval neuroblasts 
Recent studies have revealed a tight correlation between histone H3 SerlO 
phosphorylation and proper chromosome condensation and segregation during mitosis (Wei 
et al., 1998; 1999). This mitotic phosphorylation of histone H3 is governed by the 
lpll/aurora kinase in budding yeast and nematodes (Hsu et al., 2000) and by the NIMA 
kinase in Aspergillus (De Souza et al., 2000). Thus, different kinases or more than one 
kinase may serve this function in different organisms. This raises the question whether JIL-1 
regulates mitotic histone H3 SerlO phosphorylation in Drosophila. To address this issue we 
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analyzed pH3S10 levels in null JIL-lz2/JIL-lz2 larval neuroblast mitotic chromosomes. As 
shown in Figure 5G-I, in the null JIL-1 background pH3S10 is not observed in interphase 
nuclei (Fig 5G) but is enriched on the mitotic chromosomes (Figure 51) at a level comparable 
to wild type (data not shown). Therefore, loss of JIL-1 activity does not appear to alter the 
mitotic phosphorylation of histone H3 SerlO in larval neuroblasts. 
pH3S10 levels are decreased in JIL-1 mutants but restored by presence of a JIL-1 
transgene 
Since the interphase upregulation of pH3S10 phosphorylation levels correlates with 
JIL-1 kinase localization and since the majority of larval cells are in interphase at any one 
given time, we examined whether pH3S10 phosphorylation levels were decreased in JIL-1 
hypomorphs as would be predicted if JIL-1 were involved in this process. Levels of 
phosphorylated histone H3 SerlO were determined by immunoblot analysis of larval protein 
lysates from wild type or homozygous JIL-1 mutant (EP(3)3657, JIL-lz60, JIL-lz2) animals 
which were fractionated and probed with anti-pH3S10-, anti-tubulin-, anti-lamin-, and anti-
histone H3-antibodies. As illustrated in Figure 6A all of the JIL-1 mutants showed lower 
levels of pH3S10 than observed in wild type larvae. Furthermore, the level of reduction of 
pH3S10 corresponded directly to the severity of the JIL-1 allele, with the null JIL-lz2/JIL-lz2 
allele showing the lowest level of pH3S10 phosphorylation (4.6+1.9%, n=5) and 
EP(3)3657/EP(3)3657, the weaker of the two hypomorphs showing higher pH3S10 levels 
(40.0±17.4%, n=5) than the strong JIL-lz60/JIL-1z60 hypomorph (19.4±14.4%, n=5) (Figure 
6A). In contrast, Figure 6A shows that the levels of control proteins such as histone H3, 
tubulin, and lamin were roughly equivalent to wild type levels in all three mutant lines. 
Since introduction of the JIL-1-GFP transgene on the second chromosome of JIL-lz2/JIL-lz2 
animals rescued the chromosomal defects (Figure 4C and D), we wanted to determine 
whether there was also a corresponding restoration of pH3S10 levels in these animals. 
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Western blots of larval protein lysates from wild type, JIL-lz2/JIL-lz2, or JIL- lz2/JIL-lz2 
larvae carrying the JIL-1-GFP transgene were probed with anti-pH3S10 antibody or anti-
histone H3 total protein antibody (Figure 6B). As shown in lane 3 of Figure 6B in the 
presence of the JIL-1-GFP transgene pH3S10 levels are restored to essentially wild type 
levels. 
DISCUSSION 
In this study we provide the first evidence that the JIL-1 kinase plays an essential role 
in vivo. Loss of JIL-1 kinase activity leads to reduced viability and a global change in 
chromatin structure that is equally prominent in both males and females. In polytene 
interphase nuclei the chromosomes are condensed and lose their normal banding pattern of 
euchromatic and heterochromatin-like regions. We further show that these chromosomal 
defects correlate with decreased levels of phosphorylated histone H3 SerlO. In a JIL-1 null 
mutant allele that shows no detectable JIL-1 kinase the level of histone H3 SerlO 
phosphorylation is reduced to about 5% of wild type levels. These results suggest the 
existence of another kinase that can phosphorylate histone H3 SerlO and are consistent with 
the recent identification of Aurora B kinase as the likely mitotic H3 SerlO kinase in 
Drosophila (Giet and Glover, 2001). However, our results suggest that JIL-1 is the 
predominant kinase regulating the phosphorylation state of this residue at interphase. This is 
further supported by our findings that histone H3 SerlO phosphorylation is upregulated on 
the male X chromosome in a pattern similar to that of the JIL-1 kinase and that the loss of 
histone H3 SerlO phosphorylation as well as aberrant chromosome structure found in JIL-1 
mutants can be rescued by the presence of a JIL-1 transgene. Thus, taken together these 
results demonstrate that JIL-1 is in the pathway mediating histone H3 SerlO phosphorylation 
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and that JIL-1 kinase activity is required for the maintenance of normal chromosome 
architecture in Drosophila at interphase. 
In embryos with dividing nuclei we found that a reduction in JIL-1 kinase activity 
leads to nuclear fragmentation and to dispersion of centrosomes and deformed mitotic 
spindles. However, we interpret this phenotype to be a consequence of altered chromatin 
structure that occurs during interphase such as we observed in polytene chromosomes. The 
aberrant chromosome structure interferes with proper mitotic condensation and segregation 
and ultimately leads to chromatin disintegration. The findings that a low level of histone H3 
SerlO phosphorylation persists in JIL-lz2 homozygous flies, that mitotic chromosomes in 
neuroblasts from JIL-1 null mutant larvae show high levels of histone H3 SerlO 
phosphorylation, and that the Drosophila Aurora B kinase phosphorylates histone H3 SerlO 
during mitosis (Giet and Glover, 2001) further support the notion that JIL-1 is not a mitotic 
histone H3 SerlO kinase in Drosophila but rather is important for maintenance of chromatin 
structure at interphase. It is becoming clear that multiple kinases can phosphorylate the 
SerlO residue on histone H3 and that this single histone modification can elicit diverse 
cellular responses (Cheung et al., 2000a). What determines which of multiple pathways are 
activated may be influenced by the presence of additional histone tail modifications that, 
used in a combinatorial fashion, mediate context-dependent signaling (Strahl and Allis, 2000; 
Turner, 2000; Cheung et al., 2000a). 
The significant decrease in male viability beyond that observed in females argues 
strongly for a specific role of JIL-1 in dosage compensation in males that may be separate 
from its function in maintenance of global chromatin structure. Dosage compensation results 
in a two-fold hypertranscription of the male's single X chromosome relative to the female's 
two X chromosomes (reviewed in Baker et al., 1994; Kelley and Kuroda, 1995; Lucchesi, 
1998). The level of H4Acl6 is increased on the male X chromosome as a consequence of 
MSL chromatin remodeling complex activity (Turner et al., 1992; Bone et al., 1994; Smith et 
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al., 2000) and this targeted acetylation has been directly linked to transcriptional activation 
(Akhtar and Becker, 2000). Notably, we found that levels of phosphorylated histone H3 
SerlO as well as the double H3 SerlOAcH modifications are also upregulated on the male X, 
in agreement with the model that enhanced transcription may require a combined signaling 
via both acetylation and phosphorylation motifs (Cheung et al., 2000a,b; Clayton et al., 
2000). However, that the male X continues to be hyperacetylated at histone H4Acl6 in the 
absence of JIL-1 indicates that JIL-I s role in dosage compensation is not likely to be 
effected via regulation of the MSL complex's histone acetyltransferase activity. 
In summary, the finding that JIL-1 is localized to euchromatic interband regions of 
polytene chromosomes complementary to the Hoechst staining pattern (Jin et al., 1999) 
together with the observation that such euchromatic regions are reduced and the 
chromosomes condensed in the absence of JIL-1 suggest a model where the JIL-1 kinase 
functions to establish or maintain the more open chromatin regions that facilitate gene 
transcription. That JIL-1 is upregulated on the male X chromosome and that males are more 
vulnerable to a reduction in JIL-1 levels than females further suggest that JIL-1 plays a 
separate role in regulating dosage compensation mechanisms on the male X. The changes in 
chromatin structure in JIL-1 hypomorphs are directly correlated with a reduction in the levels 
of histone H3 SerlO phosphorylation. However, it should be noted that our experiments do 
not address whether JIL-1 may mediate phosphorylation of other histone residues in 
conjunction with histone H3 SerlO or regulate other proteins. The future analysis of 
additional JIL-1 mutations as well as proteins interacting with JIL-1 promises to provide 
further insights into the regulation of chromatin structure in vivo. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
Drosophila Stocks 
Fly stocks were maintained according to standard protocols (Roberts, 1986). Oregon-
R was used for wild-type preparations. The EP(3)365771M6B Tb stock was obtained from 
Dr. Todd Laverty at the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project. The w; A2-3 Sb/TM2Ubx 
stock was the generous gift of Dr. Linda Ambrosio. JIL-1-GFP transgenic lines have been 
previously described (Jin et al., 1999). Markers not described herein are described in 
Lindsley and Zimm (1992). 
P Element Excision 
The JIL-1 alleles JIL-lz60 and JIL-1Z2 were isolated in a screen for imprecise 
excisions of the EP transposon (R0rth et al., 1998) in w; EP(3)3657/A2-3 Sb hétérozygotes. 
The mini-white (w+) marked EP element was mobilized by the A2-3 transposase source 
(Robertson et al., 1988). 60 fly lines in which the P-element sequences had been excised 
were identified by their white eye color. 16 imprecise excisions were identified by 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis using primers corresponding to genomic sequences 
flanking the EP element insertion region. DNA isolation from single flies and PCR reactions 
were performed as in Preston and Engels (1996). Imprecise excisions were identified by loss 
of one or both fragments detected in the original EP(3)3657 line using the appropriate primer 
combinations. Potential mutant lines were further analyzed individually by PCR using 
different primer pairs based on predicted JIL-1 genomic and coding sequences to map the 
approximate breakpoint locations as shown in Figure 1A and B. 
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Immunoblot Analysis 
Protein extracts were prepared from crawling third-instar larvae homogenized in 
immunoprecipitation (IP) buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, 1 
mM EGTA, 0.2% Triton X-100, 0.2% NP-40, 2 mM NagV04, 1 mM PMSF, 1.5 /<g/ml 
aprotinin). Homozygous EP(3)3657, JIL-lz60, or JIL-lz2 mutant animals were identified by 
absence of the Tubby marker. Proteins were separated on SDS-PAGE gels and transferred to 
nitrocellulose, and incubated with primary antibody overnight, washed in TEST (0.9% NaCl, 
100 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 0.1% Tween-20), incubated with the appropriate HRP-conjugated 
secondary antibody (1:3000) (Bio-Rad) for 2.5 hr, washed in TEST, and the antibody 
complex visualized using chemiluminescent detection methods (ECL kit, Amersham). 
Primary antibodies included affinity purified JIL-1 antisera (Jin et al., 1999), anti-histone H3 
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-pH3S10 antibody (Upstate Biotechnology), anti-lamin 
DmO (generously provided by Drs. H. Saumweber and M. Paddy), and anti-a-tubulin 
(Sigma). For quantification of immunolabeling, exposures of immunoblots on Biomax ML 
film (Kodak) were scanned with an Arcus II (AGFA) flatbed scanner and the digital images 
analyzed using the NIH-Image software. In these images the grayscale was adjusted such 
that only a few pixels in the wild type lanes were saturated. The area of each band was 
traced using the outline tool and the average pixel value determined. Levels in JIL-1 mutant 
larvae were determined as a percentage relative to the level determined for wild type control 
larvae. 
Viability Assays and Rescue Experiments 
The EP(3)3657 allele was maintained over the TM6b Tb balancer. Homozygous 
EP(3)3657 animals were identified as non-Tubby larvae, transferred to separate vials, and in 
general could be propagated for 2-3 generations. Embryos from crosses of first-generation 
EP(3)3657 homozygous flies or from heterozygous EP(3)3657/TM6b Tb flies were collected 
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on apple juice plates, counted, allowed to develop at 25°C, and the hatch rate scored at 22, 
24, and 48 hr after egg laying by visual inspection of the egg cases under a dissecting 
microscope. For determination of eclosion rates, homozygous EP(3)3657, JIL-lz60, or JIL-
lz2 mutant pupae were identified by absence of the Tubby marker, gently transferred from the 
vial with a wet paintbrush to filter paper in a petri dish, and scored for eclosion after an 
additional 5 days' incubation at 25°C by visual inspection under a dissecting microscope. For 
rescue experiments, a second chromosome carrying a JIL-1 transgene was engineered, either 
line GF29.1 carrying P[hs83-GFP-JIL-1, w+] which expresses a GFP-JIL-1 fusion protein 
(Jin et al., 1999) or line F3.2 carrying P[hs70-JIL-1, w+] which expresses JIL-1 only, and 
crossed into homozygous EP(3)3657,JIL-lz60, or JIL-lz2 mutant animals which were then 
scored either for hatch rate or for eclosion rate as described above or used for 
immunoblotting or immunocytochemical staining studies. PCR analysis, as described above 
for the identification of imprecise excision events, was performed on the rescued 
homozygous JIL-1 mutant lines to confirm they were indeed homozygous for the EP(3)3657, 
JIL-lz60, or JIL-1Z2 allele, as appropriate. The viability and sex ratio results obtained from 
JIL-1 mutant and JIL-1 -GFP-rescued lines were statistically compared to those of the 
balanced heterozygous parental line using c2 analysis. 
Immunohistochemistry 
Antibody labelings of Drosophila embryos were as previously described (Johansen et 
al., 1996). Embryos (0-5 hr) were dechorionated in a 50% Chlorox solution, washed with 0.7 
M NaCl/0.2% Triton X-100 and fixed in a 1:1 heptane:Bouin's fluid (0.66% picric acid, 9.5% 
formalin, 4.7% acetic acid) mixture for 20 min with vigorous shaking at room temperature. 
Vitelline membranes were then removed by shaking embryos in heptane-methanol 
(Mitchison and Sedat, 1983) at room temperature for 30 sec. Embryos were blocked in 
PBS/0.4% Triton X-100/1% normal goat serum (NGS), incubated with anti-a-tubulin 
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antibody (Sigma) diluted in blocking buffer (1:200) and microtubule labeling detected with 
FITC-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgGi secondary antibody (1:200) (Cappel/ICN). DNA 
was visualized by staining with Hoechst 33258 (Molecular Probes) (0.2 pig/ml) in PBS. 
Polytene chromosome squash preparations from late third instar larvae were 
immunostained essentially as previously described (Jin et al., 1999). Primary antibodies used 
include: chicken anti-JIL-1 purified IgY (Jin et al., 2000), rabbit anti-MSLl,-2, or goat anti-
MSL3 antisera (gift of Dr. M. Kuroda), rabbit anti-pS 10H3, -pH3S10Acl4, or -H4Acl6 
antisera (Upstate Biotechnology) and rabbit anti-pH3S10 antiserum (Cell Signaling 
Technology). For whole mount salivary gland stainings approximately 6 pairs of late 3rd 
instar larval salivary glands were dissected in PBS, placed on a slide in a drop of PBS, 
covered with a coverslip and gently squashed. The nuclei were then fixed in 3.7% 
paraformaldehyde in PBT (PBS with 0.2% Triton X-100) at 4°C for 20 min and then brought 
to room temperature for 5 min. The fixed tissues were washed 2 X 10 min with PBT, and 
blocked with 1% NGS in PBT for 2 hr at 4°C. Staining and detection were performed as in 
Jin et al. (1999). Larval neuroblast preparations were fixed and stained essentially according 
to Pimpinelli et al. (2000) using chicken anti-JIL-1 and rabbit anti-pH3S10 (Upstate 
Biotechnology) antibodies and Hoechst to visualize the DNA. 
Confocal Microscopy 
Confocal microscopy was performed with a Leica confocal TCS NT microscope 
system equipped with separate Argon-UV, Argon, and Krypton lasers and the appropriate 
filter sets for Hoechst, GFP, FITC, and TRITC imaging. A separate series of confocal 
images for each fluorophor of double or triple labeled preparations were obtained 
simultaneously with z-intervals of typically 0.5 jxrsx. An average projection image for each of 
the image stacks was obtained using the NIH-image software. These were subsequently 
imported into Photoshop where they were pseudocolored, image processed, and merged. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. JIL-1 hypomorphic and null alleles. 
(A) Diagram of the JIL-1 genomic locus. The locus has eight introns (I-VIII) separated by 
seven introns. The ORF coding for the JIL-1 protein including the position of the two kinase 
domains KDI and KDII is depicted underneath. The location of major restriction sites are 
shown at the top of the diagram. The depicted region comprises nucleotides 205,011 -
190,208 of genomic scaffold sequence AE003546. 
(B) Diagram of the imprecise excision lines z60 and z2 generated from the EP element 
insertion line EP(3)3657 (EP3). The EP(3)3657 line contains an EP element (triangle) 
inserted into the first exon just upstream of the translation start site. In the excision line z60 
the JIL-1 coding sequence is intact but the 5'-UTS, the putative JIL-1 promoter region, and 
the EP element's 5' end has been excised (dashed lines). In the z2 line part of the 3' end of 
the EP element as well as genomic sequences from the EP insertion site through most of 
intron II, which removes the start codon region, have been excised (dashed lines). 
(C) JIL-1 protein expression in JIL-1 hypomorphic and null alleles. Immunoblots were 
performed on extracts from homozygous EP(3)3657 (EP3), JIL-lz60 (z60), and JIL-1Z2 (z2) 
larvae and compared to wild type (wt). The immunoblots were labeled with affinity purified 
JIL-1 antiserum and with anti-tubulin antibody. The relative level of JIL-1 expression in the 
mutant larvae as a percentage of JIL-1 expression in wild type is shown below. 
(D) A JIL-1-GFP transgene when introduced into JIL-lz2 flies restores JIL-1 protein to 
levels (lane 3) comparable to that of wild type (lane 1). The immunoblots were labeled with 
affinity purified JIL-1 antiserum and with anti-tubulin antibody. The slightly slower 
migration of the JIL-1-GFP fusion protein is due to the added GFP moiety. Lane 2 shows the 
absence of JIL-1 protein in homozygous larvae from JIL-lz2 flies. 
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Figure 2. JIL-1 hypomorphic embryos display a variety of nuclear and chromosomal 
abnormalities. 
(A-C) Wild type (WT) and embryos from EP(3)3657 homozygous flies (EP3) were labeled 
with Hoechst to visualize the chromatin. Labeling of a wild type embryo (A) shows the 
regular and synchronized pattern of nuclei that have migrated to the periphery. In contrast, 
mutant EP3 embryos show poorly condensed nuclei (B, arrows) in various stages of 
fragmentation. In severe phenotypes all chromatin structure has disintegrated and chromatin 
remnants show up as scattered bright spots (C). 
(D-I) Embryos from EP(3)3657 homozygous flies double labeled with Hoechst (red) and 
anti-tubulin antibody (green). In severe phenotypes due to the disintegration of the Hoechst 
labeled chromatin (E) centrosomes (F) separate and disengage from the nuclear remnants 
(D). In intermediate phenotypes where some chromatin structure is still present (H) the 
mitotic spindles (I) are misaligned and of aberrant morphology ( G, arrows). (D) and (G) 
show composite images (comp) of (E) and (F) and of (H) and (I), respectively. 
Figure 3. Reduced levels of JIL-1 kinase have a severe effect on the structure and 
morphology of male and female larval polytene chromosomes. 
(A-O) Polytene chromosome preparations from third instar larvae were double labeled with 
Hoechst (green) to visualize the chromatin and with anti-MSL2 antibody (red) to identify the 
male X chromosome (X). Preparations are shown from wild type (wt) larvae (A-C), from 
EP(3)3657 (EP3) homozygous larvae (D-F), from JIL-lz60 (z60) homozygous larvae (G-I), 
and from male (J-L) and female (M-O) JIL-lz2 (z2) homozygous larvae. Note the 
progressive condensation and loss of Hoechst labeled banding of the chromosomes as the 
level of JIL-1 is reduced in this allelic series of JIL-1 hypomorphic mutations. 
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Figure 4. Rescue of polytene chromosome defects in JIL-1 null mutant larvae by a JIL-
1-GFP transgene. 
(A, B) Polytene chromosome preparations from homozygous JIL-lz2 larvae (z2/z2) triple-
labeled with Hoechst (green), anti-MSL2 antibody (red), and JIL-1 antiserum (white). The 
chromosome structure and morphology is strongly perturbed (A) and JIL-1 immunoreactivity 
is abolished (B). 
(C, D) Polytene chromosome preparations from JIL-lz2 larvae in which the JIL-1-GFP 
transgene was introduced (z2/JIL-l-GFP). Normal chromosome morphology including that 
of the male X chromosome (X) has been largely restored (C) as has JIL-1 immunoreactivity 
(D). 
Figure 5. pH3S10 and pH3S10Acl4 antibody labeling of larval polytene chromosomes 
and neuroblasts. 
(A-F) Levels of phospho- and phosphoacetylated histone H3 are upregulated on the male X 
chromosome in a pattern overlapping with that of the JIL-1 kinase. Confocal images of 
whole mount preparations of salivary gland polytene nuclei from third instar larvae double 
labeled with antibody to either phosphorylated histone H3 SerlO (pH3S10) (A-C) or 
phosphoacetylated histone H3 (pH3S10Acl4) (D-F) in red with JIL-1 antiserum (JIL-1) in 
green. The labeling of both pH3S10 and pH3S10Acl4 is upregulated on the male X 
chromosome (X) in a pattern that shows co-localization with JIL-1 as indicated by the 
predominantly yellow color in the composite images (comp) in (A) and (D), respectively. 
This includes stretches of the chromosomes where bands are discernible (arrow). 
(G-I) pH3S10 antibody selectively labels mitotic chromosomes in J1L-Iz2 homozygous null 
larval neuroblasts. (H) shows neuroblasts labeled with Hoechst (green). In contrast to 
interphase nuclei only mitotic chromosomes (I) show labeling with the pH3S10 antibody 
(red). The composite image (comp) of (H) and (I) is shown in (G). 
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Figure 6. JIL-1 hypomorphic and null alleles show decreased phosphorylation of the 
histone H3 SerlO residue. 
(A) The level of histone H3 SerlO phosphorylation in JIL-1 hypomorphic and null alleles. 
Immunoblots were performed on extracts from homozygous EP(3)3657 (EP3), JIL-lz60 
(z60), and JIL-lz2 (z2) larvae and compared to wild type (wt). The immunoblots were 
labeled with affinity purified anti-phospho-histone H3 SerlO antiserum (pH3S10), with anti-
tubulin antibody (tubulin), with anti-lamin antiserum (lamin), and with anti-histone H3 
antiserum (H3). 
(B) A JIL-1-GFP transgene when introduced into JIL-lz2 flies restores phosphorylation of 
histone H3 SerlO to a level (rescue) comparable to that of wild type (wt). The level of 
phosphorylation of histone H3 SerlO in JIL-1Z2 homozygous larvae is shown in the middle 
panel (z2). The immunoblots were labeled with affinity purified anti-phospho-histone H3 
SerlO antiserum (pH3S10) and with anti-histone H3 antiserum (H3). 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 
Table 1. Viability of Male Flies with Hypomorphic or Null JIL-1 Alleles 
Genotype Eclosion Rate (%) Male Progeny Female Progeny % of Expected Males3 
EP (3)3657I ND 331 308 107 
TM6B Tb 
Ef (3)3657/ 81 260 354 73 
EP(3)3657b (n=250) 
EP (3)3657I ND 467 968 48 
EP(3)3657C 
jIL-ltiO/ 0.5 22 59 32 
JIL-1z60 (n=200) 
JIL-lz2/ 0 0 0 
JIL-lz2 (n=200) 
GFP-JIL-1; ND 484 500 97 
a Assuming the number of males should normally equal the number of females, the percentage of expected 
males is calculated as the number of males/number of females x 100. 
b from EP(3)3657/TM6 Tb parents 
c from EP(3)3657 homozygous parents 
d Both parents and offspring were selected to be GFP-JIL-1 homo- or heterozygous on the second 
chromosome; EP(3)3657 homozygous on the third chromosome. Thus, JIL-1-GFP was present maternally and 
passed on to the offspring by either the mother, the father, or both. 
ND Not determined 
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CHAPTER 4. GENETIC AND PHENOTYPIC ANALYSIS OF ALLELES OF THE 
DROSOPHILA CHROMOSOMAL JIL-1 KINASE REVEALS A FUNCTIONAL 
REQUIREMENT AT MULTIPLE DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES2 
Weiguo Zhang, Ye Jin, Yun Ji, Jack Girton, J0rgen Johansen and Kristen M. Johansen 
ABSTRACT 
In this study we provide a cytological and genetic characterization of the JIL-1 locus 
in Drosophila. JIL-1 is an essential chromosomal tandem kinase and in JIL-1 null animals 
chromatin structure is severely perturbed. Using a range of JIL-1 hypomorphic mutations we 
show that they form an allelic series. JIL-1 has a strong maternal effect and JIL-1 activity is 
required at all stages of development including embryonic, larval, and pupal stages. 
Furthermore, we identified a new allele of JIL-1, JIL-lh9, that encodes a truncated protein 
missing COOH-terminal sequences. Remarkably, the truncated JIL-1 protein can partially 
restore viability without rescuing the defects in polytene chromosome organization. This 
suggests that sequences within this region of JIL-1 play an important role in establishing 
and/or maintaining normal chromatin structure. By analyzing the effects of JIL-1 mutations 
we provide evidence that JIL-1 function is necessary for the normal progression of several 
developmental processes at different developmental stages such as oogenesis and segment 
specification. We propose that JIL-1 may exert such effects by a general regulation of 
chromatin structure affecting gene expression. 
2 This paper was published in Genetics, 165(3): 1341-1354, 2003. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Recently we identified a tandem kinase, JIL-1, that mediates histone H3 
phosphorylation on serine 10 (H3 SerlO) and is required for normal chromosome 
morphology in both males and females in Drosophila (JIN et al. 1999; WANG et al. 2001). 
The JIL-1 kinase is an essential protein that associates with all chromosomes throughout the 
cell cycle (JIN et al. 1999). However, JIL-1 is found at two-fold higher levels on the male X 
chromosome and associates with the male specific lethal (MSL) dosage compensation 
complex (JIN et al. 2000). The MSL complex is required for the necessary 
hypertranscription of genes on the male X chromosome for dosage compensation in flies 
(reviewed in MELLER and KURODA 2002). This enhanced transcription is thought to arise 
from MSL complex-induced histone H4 acetylation generating a more open chromatin 
structure (SMITH et al. 2000). The increased histone H3 SerlO phosphorylation levels that 
JIL-1 promotes on the male X may also play a role in maintaining its more open and active 
chromatin structure (JIN et al. 2000; WANG et al. 2001). In mutant animals carrying JIL-1 
null or hypomorphic alleles leading to decreased levels of JIL-1 protein, the euchromatic 
regions of all larval salivary gland polytene chromosomes are severely reduced and the 
chromosome arms condensed, although the male X chromosome is the most severely 
perturbed (WANG et al. 2001). Thus, JIL-1 plays an important role in the establishment or 
maintenance of chromatin structure of both autosomes and sex chromosomes. Furthermore, 
we have recently demonstrated that JIL-1 interacts with a novel isoform, LOLA zf5, from the 
tola locus of zinc-finger containing transcription factors (ZHANG et al. 2003). The 
expression of LOLA zf5 is restricted to early embryogenesis (ZHANG et al. 2003) and 
consequently JIL-I s interaction with LOLA zf5 is developmentally regulated. It is therefore 
likely that JIL-1 plays a role in several different molecular complexes regulating chromatin 
structure and gene expression at different times in development. However, the requirement 
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for JIL-1 function during development has not been thoroughly characterized and it has not 
been clear at what stages JIL-1 is needed. In this study we have taken a genetic approach to 
characterize the requirement for JIL-1 at different stages by assessing the effects of an allelic 
series of hypomorphic and null alleles on viability and development. We molecularly define 
the lesions present in previously reported JIL-1 alleles and we characterize a new allele that 
reveals an important functional requirement for JIL-1 COOH-terminal sequences. These 
results show that JIL-1 has a strong maternal effect and is necessary for viability throughout 
development. In addition, homeotic transformation phenotypes observed in JIL-1 mutant 
animals suggest JIL-1 may influence gene expression of homeotic genes in a similar manner 
as trithorax group genes. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Drosophila stocks: Fly stocks were maintained according to standard protocols 
(ROBERTS 1986). Oregon-R was used for wild-type preparations. Balancer chromosomes 
and mutant alleles are described in LINDSLEY and ZIMM (1992). Strains used for deletion 
mapping experiments contained deficiencies uncovering the 68A-C region and included 
Df(3L)vin2/TM3, Df(3L)vin3 e]/TM3 ry*, Df(3L)vin4 e'/TM3 ry*, Df(3L)vin5 e'/TM3 Sb1 
Ser1, and y1 ; Df(3L)lxd6/TM3 y+ Sb1 e1 Ser1 (from the Bloomington Stock Center), 
Df(3L)lxd8 cur /TM3 Sb and Df(3L)h9/TM3 (gift from Dr. V. Finnerty), and Df(3L)h76 
red/TM3 (kindly provided by Dr. A. Hilliker). Five lethal mutants previously mapped to the 
68A4-5 region were used in rescue experiments: 1(3)1-58 es sr ca/TM3 Sb Ser, l(3)EMSl-l sr 
es ca/TM3 Sb Ser and 1(3)1-55 sr es ca/TM3 Sb Ser were from Dr. A. Hilliker; mre 
1(3)517/TM1 Me (= l(3)68Ag) was from Dr. A. Shearn; and P{ry+t7-2=PZ}l(3)01239°>239 
ry506/TM3, ryRKSbt Ser1 was from the Bloomington Stock Center where we also obtained 
the brm2 trxE2 ca]/TM6B, Tb1 ca1 line. Genetic interaction assays were performed using y,w 
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; +/+; +/+ and brm2 trxE2 ca]ITM3 Tb Hu e. JIL-lz2, JIL-lz60, JIL-lEp(3^65 are described in 
WANG et al. (2001). JIL-lz28 is a less severe hypomorphic JIL-1 imprecise excision allele 
generated during that study but not previously described. JIL-lScim is described in DOBIE et 
al. (2001) and was the generous gift of Drs. K. Dobie and G. Karpen. 
Polytene chromosome in situ hybridization: In situ hybridization was performed 
essentially as described in ROBERTS (1986). Salivary glands from late third instar larvae 
were dissected in 0.7% saline solution, fixed in 45% acetic acid and squashed on clean slides 
in 20 ]A lactic and acetic acid solution (1:2:3 parts lactic acid:H2O:acetic acid). Slides with 
good chromosome spreads were then immersed in liquid nitrogen, coverslips removed, and 
chromosomes denatured in 0.2 N NaOH. Preparations were hybridized with digoxigenin 
labeled JIL-1 cDNA prepared using Boehringer Mannheim's DNA labeling kit according to 
the manufacturer's instructions. After hybridization overnight at 42°, polytene chromosomes 
were washed sequentially with 2X SSC, PBS and AP buffer (100 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 5 
mM MgCh, pH 9.5) at room temperature and incubated with alkaline phosphatase-
conjugated anti-digoxigenin antibody in Blotto (5% dry milk in PBS) for 2 hr. The 
hybridization signal was detected by incubating slides in color reaction buffer (57 pi\ NBT, 
52 ]A BCIP in 15 ml AP buffer) for 1 hr to 2 hr and observed by phase contrast microscopy 
on a Zeiss Axioskop. 
Molecular mapping of JIL-1 imprecise excision mutants: The JIL-lz2, JIL-Iz60 
and JIL-lz28 alleles were generated by mobilizing the EP transposon (R0RTH et al. 1998) 
inserted in the JIL-1 locus in the J IL-lEP(3)3657 Jine (WANG et al. 2001). Likewise, 
Df(3L)h9 was generated by imprecise P element excision (CAMPBELL et al. 1986). DNA 
was isolated from single homozygous mutant larvae or embryos and PCR reactions were 
performed as previously described (PRESTON and ENGELS 1996; WANG et al. 2001). 
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PCR-based chromosome-walking was used to narrow down the Df(3L)h9 deficiency 
breakpoints into a small region followed by PGR and direct sequencing. PGR primers were 
designed in a way that each round of PGR located the breakpoints in a chromosome region 
half the length of that in the previous round. Primer sequences used in mutant mapping are 
available upon request. 
Immunoblot analysis: Protein extracts were prepared from staged wild-type 
embryos, larvae, pupae or adults that were homogenized in immunoprecipitation (ip) buffer 
(20 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 0.2% Triton X-100, 0.2% 
NP-40, 2 mM NagVO^, pH 8.0) with added protease inhibitors 1.5 fig/ml aprotinin and 1 mM 
PMSF (Sigma). Homozygous mutant larvae were identified by absence of the Tubby marker. 
Proteins were boiled in SDS-PAGE buffer, separated on 10% SDS-PAGE gels, transferred to 
nitrocellulose, blocked in 5% Blotto containing 0.2% Tween-20, and incubated with anti-JIL-
1 or anti-a-tubulin antibody overnight. Blots were then washed three times for 10 min in 
TBST (0.9% NaCl, 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 0.2% Tween-20), incubated with horseradish 
peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated goat anti-rabbit or anti-mouse secondary antibody (1:3000) 
(Bio-Rad) for 1 hr at room temperature, washed in TBST, and the antibody signal was 
detected with the ECL chemiluminescence kit according to the manufacturer's instructions 
(Amersham Pharmacia). For quantification of immunolabeling, exposures of immunoblots 
on Biomax ML film (Kodak) were scanned with an Arcus II (AGFA) flatbed scanner and the 
digital images analyzed using the NIH-Image software. In these images the grayscale was 
adjusted such that only a few pixels in the wild type lanes were saturated. The area of each 
band was traced using the outline tool and the average pixel value determined. Levels in JIL-
1 mutant larvae were determined as a percentage relative to the level determined for wild 
type control larvae. 
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Staining of polytene chromosomes: Polytene chromosome preparation and staining 
was essentially as in WANG et al. (2001). Polytene chromosomes from late third instar larva 
were first fixed in 3.7% paraformaldehyde for 30 sec, then re-fixed in a solution of 50% 
glacial acetic acid and 3.7% paraformaldehyde for 2-5 min and squashed. Preparations with 
good spreads were stained with 0.2 /<g/ml Hoechst 33258 (Molecular Probes) for 5 min. 
After a final brief rinse with distilled water the preparations were mounted in 90% glycerol 
containing 0.5% «-propyl gallate. The chromosomes were examined under epifluorescence 
optics using a Zeiss Axioskop microscope and the images were captured and digitized using 
a high resolution Spot CCD camera (Diagnostic Instruments). Subsequent image processing 
was carried out using Adobe Photoshop version 7.0. 
Ovary dissection and staining: Wild-type or JIL-1 mutant females were aged for 3-
4 days before dissection. For comparison of ovary sizes, dissected ovaries were placed in a 
drop of PBS (0.9% NaCl, 14 mM Na^HPO^, 6 mM NaH^PO^, pH 7.3) under an Olympus 
dissection microscope, images were taken with a Paultek cooled CCD camera and analyzed 
using NIH-Image software. The area of each ovary was traced using the outline tool and 
determined in mm2. Fixed ovaries were stained with Hoechst 33258 (Molecular Probes) for 
10 min followed by PBS wash for 10 min to visualize DNA (SULLIVAN et al. 2000). 
Manually separated ovarioles were mounted in 90% glycerol containing 0.5% «-propyl 
gallate. Confocal microscopy was performed with a Leica confocal TCS NT microscope 
system equipped with an Argon-UV laser and appropriate filter set. 
Adult cuticle preparation: Preparation of adult cuticles was performed as 
previously described (GIRTON and JEON 1994). Briefly, adult males or females were 
preserved in 70% ethanol. Individuals were heated at 92°C in 1 N KOH for 5-10 min to 
remove internal tissues and then dehydrated in ethanol. Adult abdomens were cut along their 
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dorsal midline with a razor blade and mounted in a drop of euparol. After mounting, each 
specimen was dried and flattened on a slide-warming tray under weights for 24 hr. 
Brightfield images of the preparations were obtained using a Zeiss Axioskop and a digital 
Spot camera. 
RESULTS 
Cytological and genetic characterization of the 68A region containing the JIL-1 
locus. By hybridizing digoxigenin-labeled JIL-1 cDNA to Oregon-R polytene chromosomes 
we mapped the JIL-1 locus to the 68 A region of the third chromosome of Drosophila (Figure 
1A). To further refine its localization cDNA probes were generated containing the 5' end, 
the middle, or the 3' end of the JIL-1 cDNA sequence. These were hybridized to salivary 
gland chromosomes from 8 different deficiency lines containing deletions removing portions 
of the 68A-C region. As shown in Figure 1, A and B, JIL-1 probes hybridized to 
chromosomes containing Df(3L)vin3, Df(3L)vin4, Df(3L)lxd8 and Df(3L)h76, but not to 
chromosomes containing Dj\3L)vin2, Dj\3L)vin5 and Df(3L)lxd6. These results indicate that 
the JIL-1 locus is in region 68A4-5 between the proximal and distal deletion breakpoints of 
Dj\3L)lxd8 and Df(3L)h76, respectively. One of the deletions, Df(3L)h9, removes the 3' but 
not the 5' end of the JIL-1 gene (Figure 1A), thus localizing the proximal breakpoint of this 
deletion within the JIL-1 locus (Figure 1C). By PCR and DNA sequencing we determined 
that Df(3L)h9 removes JIL-1 sequences beyond nucleotide 3398 of the JIL-1 cDNA 
sequence, completely removes the two distal genes CG7839 and CG6302, and removes 
sequences encoding CG7858 sequences beyond nucleotide 1012 of the three predicted 
transcripts now designated as CG33048-RA, CG33048-RB, and CG33048-RC. These 
putative transcript alterations are the consequence of genomic sequence deletion removing 
nucleotides 183,457 through 193,722 of genomic scaffold AE003546 (GI:23093654; BDGP 
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release 3.0) (Figure 2A). The juxtaposition of Dj\3L)h9 deficiency breakpoints results in an 
immediate in-frame stop codon in the JIL-1 coding sequence in Kinase Domain II (KDII) 
after amino acid 795, thus encoding a truncated JIL-1 protein consisting of the NH^-terminal 
domain (NTD), KDI, and most of KDII with no novel sequences present (Figure 2B). 
The 68A-C region has been the target of several previous mutagenesis studies 
(CROSBY and MEYEROWITZ et al. 1986; CAMPBELL et al. 1986; STAVELEY et al. 
1991) identifying multiple lethal complementation groups as shown in Figure 1C. To test 
whether any of these groups might represent additional alleles of JIL-1 we used a full-length 
JIL-1 expressing transgenic line previously shown capable of rescuing JIL-1 null and 
hypomorphic alleles (WANG et al. 2001) for rescue experiments. We found that none of the 
lethal complementation groups mapping in the 68A4-5 region (Figure 1C) could be rescued 
by this approach. That these alleles do not correspond to JIL-1 mutations was further 
confirmed by their ability to complement JIL-1 null and hypomorphic alleles and their 
localization to chromosomal regions removed in either Df(3L)lxd8 or Df(3L)h76 (Figure 1C). 
Moreover, chromosomes with Df(3L)lxd8 or Df(3L)h76 complement the null allele J1L-1Z2 
indicating that these deficiencies do not remove essential regulatory regions of JIL-1 which 
would not have been detected in our cDNA hybridization analysis. Two of the lethal 
complementation groups (l(3)68Ad and 1(3)01239) were also removed in Df(3L)h9, thus 
causing homozygous lethality for this deficiency. However, the truncated JIL-1 allele 
encoded by this chromosome (Figure 1C and Figure 2B) was able to partially rescue lethal 
null JIL-1 animals to adulthood when heterozygous, although surviving adults were sterile 
(Table 1), suggesting that the truncated JIL-1 protein has partial function. 
Genomic characterization of JIL-1 null and hypomorphic alleles. By screening 
Genbank with the JIL-1 cDNA sequence, we previously identified a P element insertion line 
(JIL-lEp(3)3657) in which the inducible overexpression EP element (R0RTH et al. 1998) had 
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inserted into JIL-1 's first exon approximately 700 bp upstream of the putative start codon 
resulting in a decrease in JIL-1 protein expression levels to only ~10% that of wild-type 
(WANG et al. 2001). This low-level expression was sufficient to permit approximately 80% 
(as compared to wild type) of homozygous animals from heterozygous (JIL-lEp(3)3657/+) 
parents to eclose, although subsequent generations showed further decreased viability 
probably due to decreased levels of maternal product. In our previous study, we used 
imprecise excision from JIL-lEp(3)3657 to generate a hypomorphic series of JIL-1 alleles 
(WANG et al. 2001). To further molecularly characterize the nature of these excisions, we 
performed PGR mapping and DNA sequence analysis. Figure 2A depicts diagrams of the 
JIL-1 genomic region and those sequences that are missing for each of the JIL-1 alleles 
(hatched boxes). The JIL-lz2 null allele removes nucleotides 204,172 to sequences within 
the region between nucleotides 198,609 and 197,546 in the genomic scaffold AE003546 thus 
removing the JIL-1 starting ATG codon along with sequences extending into the second 
intron as well as deleting the EP element's promoter sequences. We could not assign the 
precise nucleotide of the breakpoints due to limits of resolution in our PGR mapping 
approach. The severe hypomorph JIL-lz60 removes the entire JIL-1 promoter region in 
addition to the 5-UTR but retains the EP promoter element, thus accounting for the low level 
of JIL-1 protein observed. However, proximal genomic sequences upstream of JIL-1 
extending to a region localized between nucleotides 207,742 and 269,371 of the AE003546 
genomic scaffold are also removed, resulting in the loss of the entire CG6279 coding 
sequence as well (Figure 2A). Another and previously unreported imprecise excision line 
from the excision performed by WANG et al. (2001), JIL-lz28, does not remove JIL-1 
sequence but is an imprecise excision of the EP(3)3657 element that leaves approximately 
3.6 kb of the original EP element. Both JIL-lz60 and JIL-lz28 retain the EP GAL4 binding 
sites and minimal heat shock promoter. 
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Reduction in the level of JIL-1 protein is correlated with reduced viability at 
multiple stages of development. To compare the relative phenotypic effects of the JIL-1 
alleles described above as well as the previously described JIL-lScim allele (DOBIE et al. 
2001), each was examined in a series of diallelic crosses. Individuals with different 
homozygous or heterozygous JIL-1 genotypes were generated by crossing males and females 
containing different JIL-1 alleles and the strength of each mutant genotype was measured by 
its effect on survival to adulthood (defined here as "viability"). The loss of other genes in the 
JIL-1 h9/JlL-lh9 and J IL -1 z60/J1L- 1Z60 homozygotes (see Figure 2A) precludes a direct 
comparison of the JIL-1 effects of these alleles on viability in homozygotes. However, 
viability of each JIL-1 allele can be assayed when heterozygous with the null JIL-1Z2 allele. 
This analysis revealed a general trend from least to most viable of JIL-lz2<JIL-lh9<JlL-
]Z60<JIL-IEP(3)3657<JIL-1z28 ~jiL-]Scim (Table 1). This order of severity is preserved in 
most of the possible allelic combinations with the exception of the JIL-lz28/JIL-lz28 
homozygote, which is less viable than expected given its mild decrease in viability in all 
other combinations. This result may indicate an as yet undefined second site aberration on 
this chromosome. In the cases of JIL-lz28 and JIL-lScim, JIL-1 levels appear to be sufficient 
to mask differences between levels of the other alleles as measured by the rate of adult 
eclosion. 
In order to determine whether the degree of viability in the allelic series corresponded 
to levels of JIL-1 protein produced in different mutant backgrounds, protein extracts from 
homozygous JIL-1 mutant third instar larvae were analyzed by Western blotting using an 
antibody probe directed against the JIL-1 COOH-terminal domain (JIN et al. 1999). Figure 3 
shows the results of such an experiment. JIL-1 protein levels as compared to wild-type 
(defined as 100%) were 0% for JIL-lz2, 0.3% for JIL-lz60, 5% for JIL-lEp(3)3657, 45% for 
JIL-1z28, and 58% for JIL-lScim. This comparison of protein levels allows the JIL-1 alleles 
to be arranged in an allelic series JIL-lz2<JIL-lz()0<JIL-lEp(3^3()57<JIL-lz28<JIL-lSc'm 
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identical to that obtained from examining viability. Thus a direct correlation was observed 
between the level of JIL-1 protein and the severity of mutant effect on adult viability. The 
J1L-IH9 allele was not included in the Western blot analysis since the loss of JIL-1 COOH-
terminal sequences precludes its detection using this antibody. However, by Northern 
blotting we found that the JIL-LH9 allele produces a shorter JIL-1 transcript present at levels 
equivalent to full-length JIL-1 transcript from the TM3 balancer chromosome (data not 
shown). This in conjunction with the ability of J1L-IH9 to partially rescue the null JIL-1Z2 
allele to yield JIL-LH9/JIL-LZ2 viable albeit sterile adults (see below) suggests that the 
truncated protein can provide partial JIL-1 function. 
A second trend apparent from the results shown in Table 1 is that the genotype of the 
female parent has a more significant effect on viability than that of the male parent. Fewer 
progeny are produced when females heterozygous for the null JIL-LZ2 allele are crossed with 
males containing other alleles than in the reciprocal crosses. In crosses with the weaker JIL-
l^28 and JIL-lScim alleles, these alleles' levels of JIL-1 protein appear sufficient to mask the 
maternal effect of JIL-17-2. These results suggest that JIL-1 alleles have a maternal effect. To 
further test for a JIL-1 maternal effect we performed a series of reciprocal crosses. The first 
was a set of crosses between individuals with JIL-LZ2ULL-LEP^)3657 an£j wii<j type 
genotypes, the second was a set of crosses between individuals with JIL-LZ2!JIL-LEp(3)3657 
and JIL-1Z2/TM3 genotypes, and the third was a cross between JIL-LZ2/TM6 males and 
females (Table 2). For each cross three sets of data were obtained. First, embryonic viability 
was determined by measuring the hatch rate of fertilized eggs. Second, larval viability was 
determined by collecting newly hatched first instar larvae and measuring their rate of 
survival to pupariation. Third, adult viability was determined by measuring the frequency of 
adult eclosion from pupae. The results are shown in Table 2. In cross 1 only 8% of the 
fertilized eggs laid by the J IL-1 Z2/JIL-1 EP(3)3657 females hatched, compared with 94% of the 
eggs laid by wild type females. Even though the offspring are of the same genotypes (50% 
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JIL-lz2/+ and 50% J IL-1 EP(3)3657/+) ^ more larvae with wild type female parents survived to 
pupation (95% vs. 58%). Of the individuals who pupariated, about the same fraction 
survived to eclosion (94% from JIL-lz2/JIL-lEp(3)3657 females and 96% from wild type 
females) indicating that after pupariation this maternal effect is negligible. Thus, these 
results confirm that JIL-1 has a maternal effect, and suggest that this effect persists 
throughout the larval period. 
These results were further confirmed by the second set of crosses (Table 2, cross 2). 
In these crosses, as previously observed, the JIL-LZ2/JIL-LEP(3)3657 females show a low rate 
of hatching of fertilized eggs (2%). However, the hatch rate of fertilized eggs laid by the JIL-
1Z2/TM3 females (87%) is higher than the expected JIL-1/TM3 Mendelian class (50%), 
suggesting that many embryos with a JIL-L^/JIL-LZ2 or JIL-LZ2/JIL-LEP(3)3657 genotype can 
complete embryonic development if provided with normal maternal JIL-1 product. No JIL-
1Z2/JIL-1Z2  progeny survive to eclosion and the number of surviving J IL- LZ2/JIL-1 EP<3)3657 
adults is about half that of comparable sibling genotypic classes. The reduced rate of survival 
to pupariation (59%) suggests that some J IL-LZ2LJIL-17-2 and JIL-LZ2/JIL-LEP(3)3657 
individuals fail to survive the larval period. Therefore, in the third cross (Table 2 cross 3) we 
made use of a TM6 balancer chromosome that contains Sb and Tb alleles. Sb is homozygous 
lethal with an early embryonic lethal period, and no TM6/TM6 individuals hatch from the 
egg. The Tb allele marks larvae and pupae, allowing us to track the survival of the JIL-
1Z2/JIL-1Z2 individuals during the larval and pupal periods. The percentage of eggs that did 
not hatch was 29% which is close to the percentage expected due to lethality of the 
homozygous TM6/TM6 individuals of 25%. This suggests that most JIL-LZ2/JIL-LZ2 embryos 
produced by a heterozygous mother complete embryonic development. Since all or most of 
the JIL-1Z2/JIL-1Z2 embryos hatch, one-third of the collected larvae would be expected to be 
of the JLL-L^/JIL-LZ2 genotype. Only 251 JIL-LZ2/JIL-LZ2 (Tb+) larvae pupariated compared 
with 1325 JIL-17-2ITM6 Tb larvae. This suggests that a significant fraction of the J1L-1Z2/JIL-
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LZ2 individuals die during the larval period. None of the JIL-LZ2/JIL-LZ2 individuals that 
pupariate survive to adult eclosion. In contrast, almost all of the JIL-LZ2/TM6 individuals 
(96%) who pupariate survive to adult eclosion. 
To determine whether the observed maternal effects correlated with the JIL-1 allelic 
series (Table 1) we performed crosses testing for maternal effects using different JIL-1 
alleles (Table 3). In these crosses females with JIL-lZ2/JIL-lh9, JIL-lZ2/JIL-lEp(3>3657, JIL-
LZ2/JIL-LZ28, or JIL-1Z2/JIL- 1SCIM genotypes were mated to males with a +/+ genotype. For 
each cross the rates of hatching, pupariation, and adult eclosion were determined (Table 3). 
Despite the contribution of a wild-type JIL-1 allele from the father to the fertilized embryo, 
the reduction in maternal JIL-1 due to the mother's genotype resulted in decreased hatch 
rates, ranging from 0% for JIL-LZ2/JIL-LH9 females to 8% for J IL-1 ^ /JIL-1 EP(3)3657 females 
to 41% for JIL-lZ2/JIL-lz28 females to 60% for J IL-1 Z2/JIL- lScim females. This decrease in 
maternal effect for JIL-1 hypomorphic alleles correlates well with the allelic series of JIL-
lH9<JIL-lEP(3^3657<JIL-lZ28~JIL-lScim determined in Table 1. The JIL-1Z2 allele is not 
included in this assay since JIL-LZ2/JIL-LZ2 adult females cannot be generated for this cross 
due to JIL-1Z2 being homozygous lethal. The effect on egg production due to loss of 
maternal JIL-1 in the JLL-LZ2/JIL-LH9 females was remarkable. For all of the other JIL-1 
alleles, a total of 25 females were used in each cross and each female laid between 12-20 
eggs per day. For the JIL-LZ2/JLL-LH9 cross a total of 125 females were used, and even so, 
very few eggs were laid and none hatched. 
The above crosses illustrate the requirement for JIL-1 during larval development as 
evidenced by decreased pupariation rates of JIL-1 heterozygous mutant larvae. The 
p e r c e n t a g e  o f  t h e  c o l l e c t e d  l a r v a e  t h a t  p u p a r i a t e d  w a s  5 8 % ,  7 1 % ,  a n d  8 0 %  f o r  J I L -
J EP(3)3657/JJJ^_/z2 JIL-lZ^8/JIL-1Z2, and J IL-lSCIM/JIL-lz2 respectively. Thus, the decrease 
in pupariation observed with the hypomorphic alleles correlated with their level of reduction 
of JIL-1 protein (Figure 3), namely J IL-1 EP(3>3657<JIL-1 Z2%<J1L- 1SCIM. In order to test 
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whether the genetic requirement for JIL-1 function at different developmental stages 
correlated with presence of JIL-1 protein, we performed a developmental Western blot 
analysis. Protein extracts from staged embryos, larvae, pupae and adults were fractionated 
on SDS-PAGE, transferred to nitrocellulose, and probed with antibody directed against the 
JIL-1 COOH-terminal domain (JIN et al. 1999). Figure 4 shows the results of such an 
experiment. JIL-1 protein is detected at significant levels throughout development, including 
appreciable levels of JIL-1 in 0-2 hour embryos as would be expected given JIL-l's maternal 
effect. 
JIL-1 is required for normal larval polytene chromosome structure. We have 
previously shown that severe loss-of-function JIL-1 mutations result in aberrant larval 
polytene chromosome structure (WANG et al. 2001) but because few or none of these 
mutant animals survive to adulthood, it was possible that the chromosomal aberrations could 
be an indirect consequence of impending loss of viability. Since JIL-lh9/JIL-lz2 animals can 
survive to adulthood they afforded an opportunity to compare the polytene chromosome 
morphology of these animals with that of homozygous JIL-1 null animals (Figure 5). 
However, since the JIL-lh9 deficiency also removes sequences from three other genes 
(Figure 2), we needed to assess whether there was any chromosomal phenotype associated 
with the resulting hemizygosity of these genes. Polytene chromosomes from animals with a 
Df(3L)h9/+ genotype were squashed and stained with Hoechst. Both male and female 
polytene chromosomes exhibited normal morphology with clearly defined Hoechst-stained 
bands of heterochromatic-like regions interspersed with less intensely stained euchromatic 
interbands (Figure 5, A and B). This staining pattern was indistinguishable from wild-type 
(data not shown). However, when the Df(3L)h9 chromosome was paired with a chromosome 
containing the JIL-1Z2 mutant allele, a severe perturbation of chromosome structure was 
observed (Figure 5, C and D). The autosomes appear highly coiled and compact, and the 
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interband regions which are normally distinguished by lower levels of Hoechst staining are 
lost. In males, the X chromosome is even shorter and in addition exhibits a "puffy" 
morphology (Figure 5C). This phenotype is highly penetrant and was observed in all animals 
analyzed (n>10). Despite that many of these larvae go on to develop into adults, this 
phenotype is very similar to the homozygous null JIL-lz2/JIL-lz2 phenotype (Figure 5, E and 
F) although the "puffing" of the X chromosome in males in the homozygous null JIL-1 
background tends to be more extreme (Figure 5E). 
JIL-1 is required for normal oogenesis. Since JIL-1 shows a strong maternal effect 
we expected that mutations in JIL-1 might also affect the process of oogenesis. For this 
reason we examined ovaries and egg chambers in JlL-lh9/JIL-lz2 and JIL-lEp(3)3657/JIL-
JEP(3)3657 mutant backgrounds. JIL-lh9/JIL-lz2 animals eclose at a reduced rate but those 
animals that survive to adulthood are sterile and females produce eggs at a significantly 
lower level. Even though we used five times more females in the JIL-lh9/JIL-lz2 crosses to 
produce eggs to generate the data for Table 3, we obtained less than 4% the total number of 
eggs as we obtained when JIL-lz2 was in combination with any other JIL-1 allele. None of 
the eggs were able to hatch (Table 3). Homozygous J IL-IEP(3)3657/JJL_]EP(3)3657 mothers 
lay eggs at a significantly higher rate than JIL-lh9!JlL-lz2 mothers but the hatch rate of those 
eggs is <10% (WANG et al. 2001; ZHANG et al., 2003; this study). In order to compare the 
effect of JIL-1 mutations in egg production, ovaries were dissected from wild-type, JIL-
]EP(3)3657/JJL_JEP(3)3657^ JIL-Ih9/JIL-1z2 or JIL-LH9/+ females. Images of dissected ovaries 
were obtained on a stereomicroscope using a digital camera and the relative size of each 
o v a r y  d e t e r m i n e d  i n  m m 2 .  A  m o d e r a t e  d e c r e a s e  i n  s i z e  w a s  o b s e r v e d  f o r  t h e  J I L -
JEP(3)3657UI]EP(3)3657 mutant ovaries (average size 0.25+0.10 mm2, n = 23) as compared 
with wild-type (average size 0.40+0.08 mm2, n=19). The JIL-lh9/JIL-lz2 mutant ovaries, 
however, showed a significant (p<0.05, student's t-test) decrease in size averaging 0.05+0.07 
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mm2 (n=23). Ovaries from JIL-lh9/+ females (average size 0.42+0.08 mm2, n=19) were 
indistinguishable from wild type (p>0.90, student's t-test) suggesting that the JIL-lh9/JIL-lz2 
phenotype is caused by a defect in the JIL-1 locus and not by any of the other genes removed 
by the Df(3L)h9 deficiency. Examples of the range of phenotypes observed are shown in 
Figure 6. In most cases, JIL-lh9/JIL-lz2 ovaries consisted primarily of connective tissue with 
little or no apparent ovariole development (Figure 6F). However, in a smaller number of 
cases JIL-lh9/JIL-lz2 ovary tissue developed to some degree. An example of such an ovary 
pair is shown in Figure 6E. However, all ovaries examined in these JIL-1 mutant 
backgrounds were clearly defective in size and overall morphology. 
Consequently, the low level of egg laying from JIL-lh9/JIL-lz2 females likely reflects 
how few of these animals appear to have differentiated germline tissue. However, from those 
ovaries that do show some degree of tissue development, fixation and Hoechst staining 
reveals a number of severe anatomical defects as compared to wild-type. In normal egg 
chamber development, 15 of the 16 interconnected germline cells undergo multiple rounds of 
DNA replication in the absence of division (reviewed in MAHOWALD and 
KAMBYSELLIS, 1980), giving rise to large, polyploid nurse cell nuclei (Figure 7A). A 
layer of somatically derived follicle cells surround the developing egg chamber, and the 
diploid germline-derived oocyte cell gradually enlarges during maturation with its nucleus 
localizing posteriorly (reviewed in SPRADLING et al 1997). In the JIL-lh9/JIL-lz2 females, 
we observed a range of phenotypes with the most common defect consisting of egg chambers 
with a reduction in numbers of nurse cells and no apparent oocyte nucleus (Figure 7D). In 
other cases cell nuclei appear to either fragment or fail to undergo DNA amplification 
properly, resulting in obvious defects in egg chamber development (Figure 7C). In a smaller 
number of cases, increased numbers of nurse cells were observed which may reflect fused 
egg chambers (Figure 7B). In all such phenotypic classes, other ovarioles within the same 
ovary often appeared empty with no egg chambers formed (Figure 7, B and D). This 
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observation is consistent with the consistently smaller sized ovaries found in JIL-LH 9 /JIL-LZ 2  
females (Figure 6). 
JIL-1 mutants exhibit posterior to anterior homeotic transformations. In 
Drosophila segment identity is determined by the proper expression of homeotic genes in 
each segment. Segment identity is initially established at early embryonic stages by gap and 
pair-rule genes (SIMON et al. 1990; QIAN et al. 1991; MULLER and BIENZ 1992; 
SHIMELL et al. 1994). However, their expression is only transient and the maintenance of 
proper expression of homeotic genes has been attributed to trithorax group (trxG) and 
polycomb group (PcG) proteins during the remaining life stages. trxG proteins have been 
shown to be involved in maintenance of transcriptionally active chromatin while PcG 
proteins help to maintain an inactive chromatin structure (reviewed in ORLANDO and 
PARO, 1995; SIMON, 1995). Since JIL-1 is also involved in control of chromatin structure 
(WANG et al. 2001) we examined whether alleles of JIL-1 also could give rise to homeotic 
transformation phenotypes. As shown in Figure 8 in wild type males, the unpigmented 
ventral cuticular plate (stemite) of the abdominal sixth segment (A6) is not covered by large 
bristles,  while sternites of more anterior segments are. However, in 88% (n=58) of JIL-
jEP(3)3657 homozygous males the A6 sternite is covered by one or more large bristles 
suggesting a transformation of A6 to the more anterior A5 segment (Figure 8B). 93% (n=40) 
of J IL-1 Z2/J1L- 1 EP(3)3657 heterozygous males displayed the same phenotype (Figure 8C). 
Furthermore, we observed frequent ectopic trichomes on the A6 tergite in JIL-1 mutant 
females but not in wild type females (data not shown). These phenotypes are comparable to 
those characteristic of trxG mutations (INGHAM and WHITTLE, 1980; SHEARN, 1989) 
and suggest that JIL-1 might play a similar role as other previously described trxG proteins in 
maintaining an open chromatin structure at the BX-C locus. 
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To test whether JIL-1 may have regulatory functions in BX-C expression analogous to 
those previously identified for trxG genes (reviewed in ORLANDO and PARO, 1995; 
SIMON, 1995), we probed for genetic interactions between JIL-1 and the known trxG genes 
brahma and trithorax. The Drosophila brahma gene encodes an ATPase which is a catalytic 
component of a complex similar to the yeast SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex 
(TAMKUN et al., 1992; PAPOULAS et al. 1998). TRITHORAX is a SET domain-
containing protein and it has been recently found to interact with the catalytic subunit of the 
serine/threonine protein phosphatase PPlc (RUDENKO et al. 2003). Since JIL-1 regulates 
histone H3 phosphorylation in Drosophila and likely has other substrates, it was of interest to 
test whether JIL-1, brahma and trithorax have synergistic effects in determining segment 
identity. To explore this possibility, JIL-lz2 mutants and brahma2 (brm2) and trithoraxE2 
(trxE2) double mutants were crossed with a standard y,w strain with a wild type third 
chromosome, respectively, to serve as controls. As shown in Table 4, in JIL-1 hétérozygotes 
only 2% of the animals exhibited an A6 to A5 transformation regardless of whether the JIL-
lz2 allele had been introduced by the male or the female. This suggests there is no maternal 
effect of JIL-1 on the transformation phenotype. Similarly, brm2 and trxE2 double 
hétérozygotes exhibited only moderate ratios (9% and 17% when introduced by the female or 
male, respectively) of the same A6 to A5 transformation in reciprocal crosses. In contrast, 
triple male hétérozygotes carrying JIL-1Z2, brm2 and trxE2 alleles showed a much higher 
percentage of transformation with 65% exhibiting the transformation phenotype when JIL-
lz2 was contributed by the female and brm2 trxE2 contributed by the male and a 75% 
transformation rate in the reciprocal cross. This observed frequency was significantly higher 
(p<0.005, c2 test) than would be expected for a simple additive effect contributed by the 
mutant alleles from each parent. Thus, this synergistic genetic interaction between JIL-lz2, 
brm2 and trxE2 suggests that JIL-1 participates with other trxG members in the regulation of 
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gene expression at the BX-C locus and raises the possibility that similar interactions may also 
occur on other target genes. 
DISCUSSION 
In this study we have undertaken a genetic approach to characterize the effect of 
mutations in the chromosomal kinase JIL-1 on development in Drosophila. We show that the 
mutations form an allelic series and that viability is directly correlated with JIL-1 protein 
levels. Furthermore, we provide evidence that JIL-1 function is required at all stages of 
development including oogenesis and during embryonic, larval, and pupal stages. However, 
relatively low levels (5-10%) of JIL-1 protein are sufficient to sustain development into 
adults and JIL-lEp(3)3657 nies can be maintained as a homozygous stock for at least a few 
generations (WANG et al. 2001). JIL-1 has a strong maternal effect and some JIL-1 null 
offspring produced by heterozygous females can survive on maternally produced JIL-1 until 
pupariation although they are unable to eclose. In contrast, we detected only a minor effect 
on embryonic hatch rates by paternally contributed JIL-1. 
Using in situ hybridization we mapped the JIL-1 locus to the 68A4-5 region of the 
larval polytene chromosome. By combining in situ hybridization and genetic 
complementation analysis, we further determined that the JIL-1 locus lies between the distal 
breakpoint of Df(3L)h76 and the proximal breakpoint of Df(3L)lxd8 with neither deficiency 
removing essential elements of the JIL-1 locus. The proximal breakpoint of Df(3L)h9, 
however, falls within JIL-1 coding sequence and the deficiency removes JIL-1 COOH-
terminal sequences as well as all or part of the coding sequences from three distal genes. In 
agreement with our deficiency mapping results, we found that the JIL-1 locus did not 
correspond to previously identified lethal complementation groups that map to the 68A 
region and are uncovered by Df(3L)lxd8 or Df(3L)h76 (CROSBY and MEYEROWITZ 1986; 
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CAMPBELL et al. 1986; ST A VELE Y et al. 1991). Our data confirm the results obtained in 
mapping studies for another gene in the region, Su(UR) (MAKUNIN et al. 2002), with the 
exception that we find that the breakpoints of Df(3L)h76 and Df(3L)lxd8 fall proximal and 
distal to the JIL-1 locus, respectively, instead of within the JIL-1 locus. 
We molecularly characterized the lesions associated with the various JIL-1 alleles 
used in this study which were mostly generated from imprecise P-element excisions (WANG 
et al. 2001). In most cases, these alleles are hypomorphic or null resulting in a reduction or 
loss of wild-type JIL-1 protein. In one case, however, the chromosomal aberration associated 
with Df(3L)h9 results in the deletion of JIL-1 COOH-terminal sequences thus encoding a 
truncated protein that lacks the COOH-terminal domain and conserved sub-domains IX 
through XI of the second kinase domain (Figure 2). Since these sub-domains are implicated 
in stabilizing the kinase's large lobe and catalytic loop (reviewed in HARDIE and HANKS, 
1996), this truncation would be expected to cause loss of kinase activity in KDII. In the 
related tandem kinase p90 RSK (JOHANSEN et al 1999), the second kinase domain has been 
shown to be one of the kinases that activate the amino-terminal kinase domain (FRODIN et 
al 1999; DALBY et al 1998). Thus, regulation of JIL-1 kinase activity may be compromised 
in the JIL-1h9 truncation. In addition, the Df(3L)h9 deficiency removes three additional 
genes. However, since JIL-lh9/+ hétérozygotes are indistinguishable from wild type this 
suggests that the observed phenotypes are caused by the truncation of JIL-1. Interestingly, 
this truncated product exhibits partial function. When the JIL-lh9 allele is heterozygous with 
the null JIL-172 allele, the eclosion rate is 44% when JIL-lh9 is provided by the mother but 
only 13% when provided by the father. This shows that JIL-lh9 exerts a positive effect on 
maternal rescue of viability. However, it is noteworthy that even though viability is at least 
partially restored the abnormal polytene chromosome phenotype characteristic of JIL-
lz2/JIL-lz2 animals is still observed. These results suggest that the COOH-terminal domain 
and/or the second kinase domain of JIL-1 plays an essential role in establishing or 
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maintaining normal chromatin structure. It is interesting that these animals are able to 
survive to adulthood despite the significant chromosomal defects observed. The fact that 
these animals are sterile and exhibit gross ovarian defects and chromosomal abnormalities in 
the developing oocytes suggests that this region of JIL-1 is essential not only for chromatin 
structure but also for viability at early stages. The reason JIL-lh9/JIL-lz2 animals survive 
past critical earlier imprinting stages when chromatin domains and expression patterns are 
being specified is likely to be due to JIL-l's strong maternal effect. Mothers heterozygous 
for wild-type JIL-1 are able to provide enough maternal product to allow most of their 
homozygous JIL-lz2/JIL-lz2 offspring to develop to larval stages and a smaller percentage 
even to pupate. This "maternal rescue" presumably allows early development of JIL-lh9/JIL-
lz2 animals as well. 
The importance of the JIL-1 COOH-terminal region is emphasized by the sterility of 
the JIL-lh9/JIL-lz2 hétérozygotes and we show that the size of ovaries as well as oogenesis is 
strongly affected by this mutation. Oogenesis is a coordinated and complex developmental 
process involving signals exchanged between nurse and follicle cells (SPRADLING et al 
1997). We found that JIL-lh9/JIL-lz2 females are defective in oogenesis whereas female 
Df(3L)h9/+ hétérozygotes are phenotypically wild type. Many mutant egg chambers in JIL-
lh9/JIL-lz2 females have aberrant nurse cell numbers. In most of these mutant egg chambers 
there are fewer nurse cells but less frequently many more than the normal number of 15 nurse 
cells can been found in one egg chamber. Similar phenotypes have been previously 
described in a study identifying mutants in oogenesis that could be categorized into various 
classes including reduced nurse cell number (rnn) and supernumerary nurse cell number 
(snn) (BELLOTTO et al. 2002). Other genes that are known to cause abnormal numbers of 
nurse cells include shut down (shu), stand still (stil) and stall (stl) (SCHUPBACH and 
WIESCHAUS 1991). These findings suggest that JIL-1 may play a role in the normal 
progression of early oogenesis and be involved in regulating some of these genes either 
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directly by participating in signal transduction pathways essential for oocyte differentiation 
or indirectly by affecting chromatin structure and gene expression. 
In a similar way JIL-1 may be involved in the development of segment identity since 
JIL-1 mutations can give rise to transformation phenotypes resembling those of alleles of the 
trithorax-group genes. The appropriate expression of homeotic genes requires coordination 
of trxG and PcG proteins that form multi-component complexes at regulatory regions of 
homeotic loci (SHEARN 1989; PARO 1990; PIRROTTA and RASTELLI 1994; SIMON 
1995). Recent studies have shown that trxG and PcG complexes contain proteins that 
similarly to JIL-1 are involved in histone covalent modifications or chromatin remodeling 
(BEISEL et al. 2002; CZERMIN et al. 2002; MULLER et al. 2002; DINGWALL et al. 
1995). The Abdominal-B (Abd-B) gene is one of the three homeotic genes in the Bithorax-
Complex and controls development of abdominal segments. Mutations in trxG genes 
affecting Abd-B expression display posterior to anterior segment transformation due to 
transition of an active chromatin conformation to an inactive one (reviewed in ORLANDO 
and PARO, 1995). In JIL-1 mutants the cells in the A6 abdominal epidermis take the cell 
fate of the more anterior A5 segment. That JIL-1 mutants can give rise to analogous 
phenotypes to that of trxG genes and that JIL-1 acts synergistically with trxG genes suggest 
that JIL-1 may also participate in maintaining an active chromatin structure at these loci. 
In addition, JIL-1 recently was found to interact with the developmentally regulated 
LOLA isoform zf5 (ZHANG et al. 2003). The lola locus is complex and codes for at least 15 
different isoforms containing different tandem Zn finger domains in conjunction with a 
common BTB dimerization domain (ZHANG et al. 2003; GINIGER et al. 1994). Although 
the physiological role of LOLA zf5 has not been determined, the lola locus has been 
implicated in transcriptional regulation (GINIGER et al. 1994; CAVAREC et al. 1997; 
CROWNER et al. 2002). An attractive model that has recently been proposed (ISHII and 
LAEMMLI 2003) postulates that some transcription factors can regulate gene expression 
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levels by influencing chromatin architecture by serving as boundary elements or desilencing 
elements. By assembling complexes that can promote silencing- or desilencing activities, the 
expression potential of a chromosomal region can be regulated. By interacting with LOLA 
isoforms JIL-1 may be involved in such modulation of gene activity. 
In summary, our findings suggest that JIL-1 activity is necessary for the normal progression 
of several developmental processes at different developmental stages. We propose that JIL-1 
can exert such pleiotrophic effects either by directly participating in signal transduction 
pathways or by a general regulation of chromatin structure affecting gene expression. 
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TABLE 1. Viability of JIL-1 mutants3 
Female genotype 
Male genotype 
z2/TM3 h9ITM3 Z60/TM3 EP3/TM3 Z28/7M3 Scim/TM3 
z2/7M3 0.00 0.13 0.18 0.44 0.95 0.88 
(0/538) (J9/437) (778/647) (208/477) (J37/J68) (770/793) 
h9/TM3 0.44 0.00 NDb 0.80 0.81 0.86 
(770/386) (0/239) (362/4J4) (229/283) (211/246) 
z60/7M3 0.40 0.33 0.17 0.59 0.85 1.00 
((764/456) (80/240) (727/767) (399/674) (469/JJ7) (249/249) 
EP3/TM3 0.54 0.76 0.60 0.79 0.79 1.06 
(782/340) (730/783) (307/J74) (449/J70) (420/J34) (164/154) 
z28/7M3 0.89 0.80 0.88 0.86 0.66 0.88 
(47J/46J) (776/227) (379/367) (438/572) (428/6J2) (229/267) 
Scim/TM3 0.86 0.82 ND 0.81 0.82 1.01 
(449/52J) (764/799) (327/396) (306/374) (73J/734) 
a Viability is calculated as the number of observed non-72? Hu e flies/number of the expected Mendelian class 
of non-77? Hu e JIL-UJIL-1 mutant flies (predicted to be 1/2 of the number of observed Tb Hu e flies). 
b ND = not determined 
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TABLE 2. Reciprocal crosses of male and female JIL-1 mutant alleles 
Cross 1 
Female Male hatch rate pupariation rate eclosion rate 
genotype genotype (larvae/total eggs) (pupae/total larvae) (adult/total pupae) 
z2/Ef3 +/+ 0.08(770/2795) 0.58(77/733) 0.94(73/77) 
+ / +  z 2 ! E P 3  0.94 (2343/2484) 0.95 (1492/1559) 0.96 (1433/1492) 
Cross 2 
Female Male hatch rate pupariation rate number and genotype 
genotype genotype (larvae/total eggs) (pupae/total larvae) of eclosed flies 
z2/z2 Z.2/EP3 Z.2/TM3 EP3/TM3 
Z2/EP3 Z.2/TM3 0.02 (36/2413) 0.16(19/25) 0 0 0 15 
Z.2/TM3 z2/EP3 0.87 (2139/2452) 0.59 (823/1406) 0 154 311 301 
Cross 3 
Female Male hatch rate pupariation rate of eclosion rate of F1 
genotype genotype (larvae!total eggs) F1 larval genotypes pupal genotypes 
z2/z2 z2/7M6 z2/z2 z2/7M3 
z2/TM6 z2/TM6 0.71 0.35» 0.92b 0 0.96 
(2242/3770) (257/722) (7325/7443) (0/257) (7268/7325) 
anumber of expected pupae is 1/3 the total number of larvae examined 
^number of expected pupae is 2/3 of the total number of larvae examined 
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TABLE 3. Maternai effect of different JIL-1 genotypes 
Female Male hatch rate pupariation rate eclosion rate 
genotype genotype (larvae/total eggs) (pupae/total larvae) (adult/pupae) 
z2/A9 +/+ 0.00 (0/86) NAa NA 
+/+ 0.08 (170/2195) 0.58 (77/7#) 0.95 (7J/77) 
%2/z28 +/+ 0.41 (785/1907) 0.71 (469/665) 0.94 (440/469) 
z2/Scim +/+ 0.60 (1274/2119) 0.80 (&69/70&?) 0.94 (878/869; 
+/+ +/+ 0.91 (1431/1579) 0.95 (996/7052) 0.98 (97J/996) 
a NA = not applicable 
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TABLE 4. Genetic interaction between JIL-172 and brm2 trxE2 alleles 
Male genotype 
Female genotype + JIL-1?2 brm2 trxE2 
+ 0.00* 0.02 0.17 
(0/200) (4/787) (77/98) 
JIL-P2 0.02 NAb 0.65 
(5/782) (89/737) 
brm2 trxE2 0.09 0.75 NA 
(10/110) (J4/72) 
a Fraction of male flies exhibiting an A6 to A5 transformation phenotype 
b NA = not applicable 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
FIGURE 1.- Cytological and genetic mapping of the JIL-1 locus. (A) In situ 
hybridization using digoxigenin-labeled JIL-1 cDNA probes was used to map the JIL-1 locus 
to region 68A on wild type (wt) polytene chromosomes. Hybridization was also performed 
on deficiency chromosomes mapping in the 68A region that were heterozygous with a wild-
type third chromosome. These results show that JIL-1 is not removed in Df(3L)lxd8 (lxd8) or 
Dj\3L)vin3 (vin3) but is removed in Df(3L)vin2 (vin2) since hybridization is observed only to 
the wild-type chromosome but not the deficiency chromosome. A 5'-JIL-1 probe hybridizes 
to Df(3L)h9 (h9 5') whereas a y-JIL-1 probe does not (h9 3'). Arrows depict JIL-1 
hybridization signal. (B) Schematic physical map (modified from CROSBY and 
MEYEROWITZ 1986) showing regions removed by different deficiency chromosomes 
(depicted by black bars) relative to the polytene chromosome in region 67F-69A. Distal is to 
the left and proximal is to the right. Whether JIL-1 probe was able to hybridize to these 
deficiency chromosomes is indicated by a "+" or to the left of the bar. "+/-" for Df(3L)h9 
(h9) indicates that only 5'- but not 3'-JIL-1 sequences can hybridize to this deficiency 
chromosome. The JIL-1 locus maps within the region depicted by dashed lines, defined by 
in situ hybridization as being proximal to Df(3L)lxd8 (lxd8) and distal to Df(3L)h76 (h76). In 
addition, the location of the following deficiencies is depicted: Df(3L)vin4 (vin4), Df(3L)vin5 
(vin5), and Df(3L)lxd6 (lxd6). (C) Schematic physical and genetic map showing position of 
the JIL-1 locus relative to the physical regions removed by deficiency chromosomes 
Df(3L)lxd8, Df(3L)h9 and Df(3L)h76. The map orientation is reversed from that shown in 
(B), i.e., proximal is to the right and distal is to the left. Genetic complementation groups 
previously mapped to this region are uncovered by the indicated deficiency chromosomes 
(lines below black bar). The "D", "J", and "E" complementation groups of CAMPBELL et al 
(1986) correspond to 1(3)68Ad, l(3)68Ae, and l(3)68Ag as shown. 1(3)517 (SHEARN et al, 
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1971) corresponds to l(3)68Ag. The map position for these alleles is supported by failure to 
complement with the indicated overlapping deficiency chromosome(s) but ability to 
complement with JIL-1 mutant alleles. 
FIGURE 2. - Characterization and mapping of JIL-1 alleles. (A) Diagrams of lesions 
in JIL-1 alleles. Known and predicted genes in the 68A4-5 region are depicted as boxes. The 
Celera Genomics annotation numbers and direction of transcription are shown at the top. 
Hatched boxes indicate the region deleted in Df(3L)h9 (h9) and those sequences removed in 
the imprecise excision lines J1L-1Z2 (z.2), and JIL-lz60 (z60) generated from the EP element 
insertion line JIL-lEp(3)3657 (WANG et al. 2001). In Df(3L)h9 three genes distal to JIL-1 
CCG7839, CG6302, and CG7858) are also fully or partially deleted as indicated, whereas for 
JIL-lz60 the proximal gene (CG6279) has been completely removed. The JIL-1Z2 deletion 
removes the start codon of the JIL-1 open reading frame giving rise to a true null whereas the 
JIL-lz60 deletion removes upstream sequences but leaves the EP promoter intact. The JIL-
lz28 deletion removes only EP element sequences but leaves the EP promoter region intact. 
The triangle depicts the insertion site of the EP element in JIL-1 EP(3)3657_ (g ) Schematic 
depiction of protein products generated by the JIL-1 alleles. The JIL-lEp(3)3657, JiL-]z60^ 
and JIL-lz28 alleles give rise to full-length JIL-1 protein comprised of an NH^-terminal 
domain (NTD), COOH-terminal domain (CTD) and two kinase domains (KDI and KDII), 
albeit at lower levels than wild-type. The JIL-lh9 allele gives rise to a truncated protein (JIL-
lh9-truncation) comprised of NTD, KDI, and most of KDII but completely lacking the CTD. 
Because of the presence of an in-frame stop codon generated precisely at the deficiency 
breakpoint there are no novel sequences in the truncated JIL-1 product. 
FIGURE 3.- JIL-1 protein expression in JIL-1 hypomorphic and null alleles. 
Immunoblots were performed on extracts from homozygous JIL-lScim (Scim), JIL-lz28 (z28), 
JIL-lEp(3)3657 (EP3), JIL-lz60 (z60), and JIL-lz2 (z2) larvae and compared to wild type (wt). 
The immunoblots were labeled with affinity purified JIL-1 antiserum and with anti-tubulin 
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antibody. The relative level of JIL-1 expression in the mutant larvae as a percentage of JIL-1 
expression in wild type is shown below. 
FIGURE 4.- Developmental Western blot analysis of JIL-1 protein. Protein extracts 
from selected stages of Drosophila development were fractionated by SDS-PAGE, 
immunoblotted, and labeled with JIL-1-specific antibody (JIL-1) or with tubulin antibody as 
a control (tubulin). The JIL-1 protein is present throughout development. The migration of 
molecular mass markers in KDa is indicated to the left. 
FIGURE 5.- The JIL-lh9 allele has a severe effect on the structure and morphology 
of male and female larval polytene chromosomes. (A-F) Polytene chromosome preparations 
from third instar larvae were labeled with Hoechst to visualize the chromatin. The male X 
chromosome is indicated with an X. Preparations are shown from male and female J IL-lh9/+ 
(h9/+) heterozygous larvae (A, B), from JIL-lh9IJIL-lz2 (h9tz2) heterozygous larvae (C, D), 
and from JIL-lz2IJIL-lz2 (z2!z2) homozygous larvae. 
FIGURE 6.- Effect of JIL-1 mutations on ovary size. (A-H) Ovaries dissected from 
wild type (wt) and JIL-1 mutant females. Mutant ovaries from J IL-1 EP(3)3657/jn_ 
l(EP(3)3657 (EP3/EP3) homozygous females were consistently smaller in size (C, D) than 
those from wild-type flies (A, B). Ovaries from J IL-lh9/JIL-112 heterozygous flies (h9/z2) 
show only minimal development (E) and in many cases fail to develop at all (F). Animals 
that are heterozygous for the Dj(3L)h9 chromosome with a wild-type chromosome (h9/+) are 
indistinguishable from wild type (G, H). 
FIGURE 7.- Egg chamber development in JIL-lh9/JIL-lz2 ovaries. (A-D) Ovaries 
from either wild-type or mutant J1L-Ih9/J1L-Iz2 females were dissected, fixed and stained 
with Hoechst to analyze egg chamber development within individual ovarioles. (A) Wild-
type egg chambers (wt) show a regular array of large polyploid nurse cell nuclei developing 
within each follicle. J1L-Ih9/J1L-1z2 (h9/z2) mutant egg chambers show a range of defects 
including: too many nurse cell nuclei encapsulated within an egg chamber (B), 
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fragmentation of nuclei and/or smaller nuclei (C), and too few nurse cell nuclei encapsulated 
within an individual egg chamber (D). Note the occurrence of apparently "empty" ovarioles 
and egg chambers in the different classes of phenotypes (B and D.) 
FIGURE 8. - JIL-1 mutants exhibit posterior to anterior homeotic transformations. 
(A-C) Abdominal cuticle preparations from adult male flies. Dorsal is to the left and 
anterior is to the top. In wild-type (wt) male flies the unpigmented ventral A6 sternite is 
broad and contains no bristles (arrow) whereas more anterior sternites are covered by large 
bristles (A). In JIL-lEp(3)3657/JIL-lEp(3)3657 (EP3IEP3) mutant animals bristles are found 
on the A6 sternite (arrow), indicating a transformation towards A5 (B). In JIL-lz2/JIL-
jEP(3)3657 (Z2IEP3) mutant animals the transformation of A6 towards A5 is indicated by 
ventral sternite bristles (arrows) (C). 
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CHAPTER 5. A DEVELOPMENT ALLY REGULATED SPLICE VARIANT FROM 
THE COMPLEX LOLA LOCUS ENCODING MULTIPLE DIFFERENT ZINC 
FINGER DOMAIN PROTEINS INTERACTS WITH THE CHROMOSOMAL 
KINASE JIL-13 
Weiguo Zhang, Yanming Wang, Jin Long, Jack Girton, J0rgen Johansen and Kristen M. 
Johansen* 
SUMMARY 
Using a yeast two hybrid screen we have identified a novel isoform of the lola locus, 
Lola zf5, that interacts with the chromosomal kinase JIL-1. We characterize the lola locus 
and provide evidence that it is a complex locus from which at least 17 different splice 
variants are likely to be generated. Fifteen of these each have a different zinc-finger domain 
whereas two are without. This potential for expression of multiple gene products suggests 
that they serve diverse functional roles in different developmental contexts. By Northern and 
Western blot analysis we demonstrate that the expression of Lola zf5 is developmentally 
regulated and that it is restricted to early embryogenesis. Immunocytochemical labeling with 
a Lola zf5-specific antibody of Drosophila embryos indicates that Lola zf5 is localized to 
nuclei. Furthermore, by creating double mutant flies we show that a reduction of Lola 
protein levels resulting from mutations in the lola locus acts as a dominant modifier of a 
hypomorphic JIL-1 allele leading to an increase in embryonic viability. Thus, genetic 
interaction assays provide direct evidence that gene products from the lola locus function 
within the same pathway as the chromosomal kinase JIL-1. 
3 This paper was published in Journal of Biological Chemistry, 278(13): 11696-11704, 2003. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Chromatin structure as well as the differential expression of transcription factors play 
an important role in the regulation of gene expression (1-3). We have recently identified a 
chromosomal tandem kinase, JIL-1, that modulates chromatin structure in Drosophila (4-6). 
JIL-1 is an essential kinase and in JIL-1 null and hypomorphs euchromatic regions of 
chromosomes are severely reduced and the chromosome arms condensed (6). These changes 
are correlated with decreased levels of histone H3 SerlO phosphorylation (6). JIL-1 has been 
implicated in transcriptional regulation as it localizes to the gene-active interband regions of 
interphase larval polytene chromosomes (4), and has been found to associate with at least one 
chromatin remodeling complex, the male specific lethal (MSL)1 dosage compensation 
complex (5). The MSL complex is required for the necessary hypertranscription of genes on 
the male X chromosome for dosage compensation in flies (reviewed in 7). This enhanced 
transcription is thought to arise from MSL complex-induced histone H4 acetylation 
generating a more open chromatin structure (8). The increased histone H3 SerlO 
phosphorylation levels that JIL-1 promotes on the male X may also play a role in maintaining 
a more open and active chromatin structure (5, 6). However, it is not known whether 
physiological substrates of JIL-1 may include other proteins such as transcription factors or 
whether there are proteins directly regulating JIL-i s function. In order to identify proteins 
that interact with JIL-1 we carried out yeast two-hybrid screens using different JIL-1 regions 
as baits. Here we report that a novel splice form from the lola locus, which we have named 
Lola zf5, was identified in such a screen to interact with the first kinase domain (KDI) of JIL-
1. 
The lola locus was first characterized as a mutation affecting longitudinal axon 
growth within the central nervous system (9). Two isoforms from the lola locus have been 
previously described, Lola long and Lola short (10). Lola long contains two zinc-finger 
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motifs and is a transcription factor with DNA binding activity (10, 11). The lola locus 
mediates decreased copia retrotransposon mRNA expression in the central nervous system 
while upregulating its expression in gonads (11). In addition, lola is required for proper 
expression of the axonal guidance proteins Robo and slit in the central nervous system (12). 
While both Lola isoforms share a BTB/POZ domain (13-15) Lola short contains no zinc-
finger domains (10). BTB domains are known to mediate dimerization (16, 17) which 
includes the ability to promote heterophilic interactions of different BTB domain-containing 
isoforms (15, 18, 19). BTB domain-containing zinc-finger proteins have been strongly 
implicated in regulation of chromatin structure and gene expression (20). For example, 
human B cell lymphoma (BCL-6) and promyelocytic leukemia zinc-finger oncoproteins have 
been shown to act as transcriptional repressors (21-23). Specific recruitment of repressor 
complexes to target promoters occurs through binding of corepressors to the hydrophobic 
BTB dimer pocket (24). Corepressor binding recruits a complex containing a histone 
deacetylase (25, 26) that represses transcription by inducing condensed chromatin 
architecture (reviewed in 27). 
In this study we characterize the genomic organization of the lola locus and show that 
it is a complex locus from which at least 17 different splice variants are likely to be 
transcribed. All isoforms from the lola locus share a common BTB-domain whereas 15 of 
the splice variants each contain a different zinc-finger domain. We show that one of these 
variants, Lola zf5, physically interacts with the JIL-1 kinase and that its expression is 
developmentally restricted to early embryogenesis. Furthermore, we show that a P element 
insertion in the lola locus enhances the viability of a hypomorphic JIL-1 allele, indicating 
opposing functions of the JIL-1 and lola loci. While only Lola long and Lola short have so 
far been studied in detail it has long been known that P insertion mutations in lola that 
prevent the expression of some if not all the isoforms have very complex phenotypes (10-12, 
28). Our findings suggest that this complexity may derive from the expression pattern of 
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multiple gene products from the lola locus that are likely to serve diverse functional roles in 
different cellular and developmental contexts. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Drosophila stocks 
Fly stocks were maintained according to standard protocols (29). Oregon-R was used 
for wild-type preparations. JIL-lEp(3)3657 and JIL-Iz2 alleles have been previously described 
(6). Balancer chromosomes and mutant alleles are described in (30). The lola00642 mutant 
stock cn1 P{ry+t7-2=PZ}lola00642/CyO; ry506 was obtained from the Bloomington 
Drosophila Stock Center. Hatch rates were determined by counting the number of eggs laid 
on standard apple juice/ agar plates and then counting the number of unhatched eggs at 22 h 
and again at 48 h after egg laying. All genetic crosses and interaction assays were conducted 
at 23°C. 
Identification and molecular characterization of Lola zf5 
JIL-1 cDNA sequence encoding a 303 amino acid fragment (Y251 - E554) comprising 
JIL-i s first kinase domain (JIL-1 KDI) was subcloned in-frame into the yeast two hybrid 
bait vector pGBKT7 (Clontech) using standard methods (31) and verified by sequencing 
(Iowa State University (ISU) Sequencing Facility). The JIL-1 KDI bait was used to screen 
the Clontech Matchmaker™ 0-21 h embryonic Canton-S yeast two-hybrid cDNA library 
according to the manufacturer's instructions. A positive cDNA clone KDIJ1 was isolated, 
retransformed into yeast cells containing the JIL-1 KDI bait to verify the interaction, and 
sequenced. Homology searches identified SW59 (Z97377) as well as the lola locus. We 
obtained the SW59 cDNA from Dr. D. Zhao (University of Edinburgh) and lola ESTs 
(LD28033, LD33478, and LD17361) from ResGen Invitrogen and assembled the full-length 
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Lola zf5 coding sequence. We note a few differences between Z97377 and the Lola zf5 full-
length cDNA assembled in this study: 1) 62 nucleotides at the most 5' end of Z97377 may be 
a library construction artifact since they are not present in other Lola zf5 EST clones or the 
reported lola genomic sequence (32); 2) six gaps are present between Z97377 and our 
KDIJ1 fragment. At all of the gaps, KDIJ1 cDNA sequence is 100% identical to the 
available ESTs and genomic sequence (33, 32). Sequencing of EST clones LD28033 and 
LD33478 support the presence of two Lola zf5 splice isoforms using alternative 5'-UTR 
sequences (5'-a and 5'-c, respectively) but we have not confirmed use of 5'-b and 5'-d UTR 
alternative exons for Lola zf5, as predicted in the Nov 30 2002 genome project update. 
Antibody generation and antibody affinity purification 
Rabbit anti-Lola common region polyclonal antibody was a generous gift of Dr. 
Edward Giniger and has been previously characterized (10). Hope and Odin rabbit anti-JIL-1 
polyclonal antibodies were described in Jin et al. (4). Affinity-purification of anti-Lola and 
anti-JIL-1 polyclonal antibodies was as described in Giniger et al. (10) using GST-Lola and 
GST-JIL-1 fusion proteins, respectively. To generate Lola zf5 specific monoclonal antibody 
(mAb) 7F1, the KDIJ1 cDNA fragment (encoding Lola zf5 amino acid residues 427-748) 
was cloned in the correct reading frame into pGEX4T-l (Amersham Pharmacia), verified by 
sequencing, and GST-zf5 fusion protein was induced in E. coli according to standard 
protocols (Amersham Pharmacia). Injection of GST-zf5 fusion protein into BalbC mice and 
generation of monoclonal hybridoma lines was performed by the ISU Hybridoma Facility 
according to standard protocols (34). 
immunohistochemistry 
Embryos were dechorionated in 50% Chlorox solution, washed with 0.7 M 
NaCl/0.2% Triton X-100 and fixed in a 1:1 heptane:fixative mixture for 20 min with 
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vigorous shaking at room temperature. The fixative was either 4% paraformaldehyde in 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) or Bouin's Fluid (0.66% picric acid, 9.5% formalin, 4.7% 
acetic acid). Vitelline membranes were then removed by shaking embryos in heptane-
methanol (35) at room temperature for 30 sec. Embryos were blocked in PBS with 1% 
normal goat serum (Cappel) and 0.4% Triton X-100 and incubated overnight in mAb 7F1 
primary antibody diluted in blocking buffer. Embryos were washed in PBS with 0.4% Triton 
X-100, incubated for 2.5 h with TRITC-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibody 
(1:200) (Cappell), washed in PBS with 0.4% Triton-X100 followed by a PBS-only wash. 
For visualization of DNA the antibody labeled embryos were incubated in 0.2 /ig/ml Hoechst 
33258 (Molecular Probes) in PBS for 10 min. The final preparations were mounted in 
glycerol with 5% n-propyl gallate and viewed with a 40X NeoFluor objective on a Zeiss 
Axioskop equipped with filter sets optimized and selective for rhodamine and UV detection. 
Digital images were obtained using a Spot cooled CCD camera (Diagnostic Instruments). 
Northern and Western blot analysis 
Approximately one gram of wild type Oregon-R animals from different stages was 
collected, ground under liquid nitrogen, and total mRNA was purified using the PolyA+ 
mRNA purification kit (Ambion). 5 pig of polyA+-mRNA from each stage was fractionated 
on 1% agarose formaldehyde gels, transferred to Duralon-UV™ nylon membrane 
(Stratagene), and hybridized with [32P]-labeled probe overnight at 65°C according to 
standard high stringency protocols (31). Lola zf5 isoform-specific probes were generated by 
purifying 1.8 kb of unique 3' end Lola zf5 cDNA sequence using QiaQuick Gel Extraction 
kit (Qiagen) and synthesizing random primer [32P]-labeled probe using the Prime-A-Gene kit 
(Promega) according to manufacturer's instructions. As a loading control, a cDNA fragment 
of RP49 (ribosomal protein L32) (36) was PCR amplified from the Clontech yeast two-
hybrid cDNA library described above and confirmed by sequencing. After stripping the Lola 
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zf5 signal, labeled RP49 cDNA was used to probe the same membrane to normalize mRNA 
loading levels. 
Protein extracts were prepared from staged dechorionated embryos, larvae, pupae or 
adults that were homogenized in ip buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, 
1 mM EGTA, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% NP-40, 2 mM NagVO^, pH 8.0) with added protease 
inhibitors 1.5 //g/ml aprotinin and 1 mM PMSF (Sigma). Proteins were boiled in SDS-
PAGE buffer, separated on SOS-PAGE gels, transferred to nitrocellulose, blocked in 5% 
Blotto containing 0.2% Tween-20, and incubated with anti-JIL-1 or anti-Lola antibody 
overnight. Blots were then washed three times for 10 min in TEST (0.9% NaCl, 100 mM 
Tris, pH 7.5, 0.2% Tween-20), incubated with HRP-conjugated goat anti-rabbit or anti-
mouse secondary antibody (1:3000) (Bio-Rad) for 1 h at room temperature, washed in TEST, 
and the antibody signal was detected with the ECL chemiluminescence kit according to 
manufacturer's instructions (Amersham Pharmacia). 
In vitro protein interaction and co-immunoprecipitation assays 
Approximately 5 pig of GST-KDIJ1 (Lola zf5 C-terminus) fusion protein or GST 
protein alone was coupled to glutathione-agarose beads (Sigma) and incubated with 0.5 ml of 
S2 cell lysates (3X106 cells) overnight at 4°C. The beads were pelleted at low speed and 
washed three times with 1 ml of ip buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, 
1 mM EGTA, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% NP-40, 2 mM NagV04, 1 mM PMSF, and 1.5 pig 
aprotinin, pH 8.0) for 10 min at 4°C. The proteins retained on the beads were analyzed by 
Western blot analysis using affinity purified Hope anti-JIL-1 polyclonal antibody. 
For co-immunoprecipitation experiments, anti-JIL-1, anti-Lola zf5, or control normal 
rabbit antibodies were coupled to protein G beads as follows: 30 pil of Odin anti-JIL-1 serum, 
30 pil of normal rabbit control serum, or 1 ml of 7F1 hybridoma supernatant was coupled to 
25 pil protein-G Sepharose beads (Amersham Pharmacia) for 2 h at 4°C on a rotating wheel 
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in 50 ]û ip buffer. The appropriate antibody-coupled beads were incubated overnight at 4°C 
with 300 pil of 0-6 h embryonic lysate on a rotating wheel. Beads were washed 4 times for 10 
min each with 1 ml of ip buffer with low speed pelleting of beads between washes. The 
resulting bead-bound immunocomplexes were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting 
according to standard techniques as described in Jin et al. (4) using Hope antibody to detect 
JIL-1, mAb 7F1 to detect Lola zf5, or Lola polyclonal antisera against the Lola common core 
domain (10) to detect all Lola isoforms. 
Bioinformatics 
Lola genomic DNA sequence corresponding to nucleotides 118,125-182,622 of 
Drosophila melanogaster genomic scaffold AE003829.3 (GI: 21627529, updated on 
09/20/2002) (32) was used to search for zinc-finger motifs. Consensus zinc-finger motifs 
include CXXC, HXXXXC, and HXXXXH (X represents any amino acid) using the 'Find' 
function under 'Edit' menu of the Microsoft Word 98 software (Microsoft). In most cases, 
when an open reading frame (ORF) contained two of the three consensus sequences, it was 
considered a potential zinc-finger motif and further analyzed. PCR primers were designed to 
amplify Lola sequences containing the putative cDNA fragments specific to the predicted 
zinc-finger motifs using standard PCR protocols (31). The forward PCR primer ZnF5P (5'-
GGATGAACTTGGACTAATGGC-3 ) consists of Lola common core sense sequence 
derived from exon IV whereas reverse PCR primers were designed to be isoform-specific, 
with individual reverse primers comprised of antisense sequence based on the 3' end of each 
separate predicted zinc-finger motif. Oligos were designed using the Oligo 5.0 program. 
cDNA templates for PCR reactions were from the 0-21 h cDNA Matchmaker™ yeast two-
hybrid library (Clontech) or a 3-12 h cDNA library (Stratagene). PCR conditions were 
optimized for each primer pair, respectively, and PCR products were directly sequenced. 
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The lola genomic sequence was also used to search for homologs in the Drosophila 
EST and FLYBLAST databases (http://www.fruitfly.org/blast/) (33) with the Geneseqer 
program (http://bioinformatics.iastate.edu/cgi-bin/gs.cgi) (37). Returned ESTs were 
compared to lola genomic DNA sequence using BLAST2 (http://www.ncbi. 
nlm.nih.gov/blast/bl2seq/bl2.html) at NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology Information) 
(38). Putative zinc-finger motifs were aligned using CLUSTAL W at http://www2. 
ebi.ac.uk/CLUSTAL W (39). 
RESULTS 
The JIL-1 kinase interacts with a novel isoform of the lola locus 
To identify proteins that have direct interactions with the JIL-1 kinase we performed 
a yeast two-hybrid screen of a Canton-S 21 h embryonic library using the first kinase domain 
of JIL-1 as bait. True positive clones detected in the primary screen were confirmed by b-
galactosidase two-hybrid interaction assays on filter paper following retransformation of the 
candidate clones and JIL-1 KDI bait plasmid into the yeast strain AH 109 (data not shown). 
One of the positive clones identified in this way was sequenced and searches of the 
Drosophila genome database revealed it to be the COOH-terminal domain of a novel splice 
variant from the lola locus which we have named Lola zf5. Subsequently, the full length 
cDNA sequence for Lola zf5 was assembled from overlapping ESTs obtained from the 
Drosophila genome project and is currently available as AY058586 as well as the SW59 
clone (Z97377). Figure 1A shows the amino acid sequence of the predicted open reading 
frame of a protein of 748 residues with a calculated molecular mass of 79.4 kDa. The BTB 
domain and zinc-finger domains are underlined and boxed, respectively. In order to further 
characterize the protein a Lola zf5 specific monoclonal antibody, 7F1, was generated against 
a GST-fusion protein containing the COOH-terminal region unique to Lola zf5. On 
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immunoblots of embryo protein extracts (0-6 h) mAb 7F1 detects Lola zf5 as a single band 
migrating at 105 kDa (Fig. IB). The Lola zf5 protein is highly acidic with a pi of 5.54 
accounting for its anomalous gel migration. Immunocytochemical labeling of early 
Drosophila embryos with mAb 7F1 revealed the Lola zf5 protein to be localized to nuclei in 
a pattern similar to that obtained by Hoechst labeling (Fig. 1C and D). 
To further explore the interaction between Lola zf5 and JIL-1 that we observed in the 
yeast two-hybrid assays we performed pull down assays with the Lola zf5 COOH-terminal 
GST-fusion protein using protein extracts from the S2 cell line. The Lola zf5-GST fusion 
protein or a GST-only control were coupled with glutathione agarose beads, incubated with 
S2 cell lysate, washed, fractionated by SDS-PAGE, and analyzed by immunoblot analysis 
using JIL-specific antibody (Fig. 2A). Whereas the GST-only control showed no pull-down 
activity, Lola zf5-GST was able to pull down JIL-1 as detected by the JIL-1 antibody. In 
addition, we performed coimmunoprecipitation (ip) experiments using embryonic lysates. 
For these immunoprecipitation experiments, proteins were extracted from 0-6 h embryos, 
immunoprecipitated using either JIL-1 or Lola zf5 specific antibodies, fractionated on SDS-
PAGE after the ip, immunoblotted, and probed with antibodies to Lola zf5 and JIL-1, 
respectively. Figure 2B shows an ip experiment using Lola zf5 antibody where the 
immunoprecipitate is detected by JIL-1 antibody as a 160 kDa band that is also present in the 
embryo lysate. This band was not present in lanes where immunobeads only were used for 
the ip. Figure 2C shows the converse experiment: JIL-1 antibody immunoprecipitated a 105 
kD band detected by Lola zf5 antibody that was also present in embryo lysate but not in 
control ips with immunobeads only. These results strongly indicate that Lola zf5 and the 
JIL-1 kinase are present in the same protein complex. 
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The complex lola locus encodes multiple BTB-domain containing proteins each with 
different zinc-finger motifs 
Two alternative splicing isoforms of lola, Lola long and Lola short, have been 
previously characterized (10). Lola long is a sequence specific DNA-binding protein with 
C2HC and C2H2 zinc-finger motifs whereas Lola short only has a very short COOH-terminal 
tail segment without zinc-finger motifs (10, 11). Figure 3A shows the domain structure of 
these two isoforms as compared to Lola zf5. Lola zf5 has a NH^-terminal common region 
shared by all cloned Lola isoforms that is followed by an isoform-specific COOH-terminal 
region (Fig. 3A). The Lola common region is encoded by four exons and contains a 120 
amino acid NH^-terminal BTB domain as well as a nuclear localization signal (Fig. 3A and 
B). The COOH-terminal domain of Lola zf5 contains tandem C%HC and C2H2 zinc-finger 
motifs (Fig. 3A). The position of the Lola zf5 zinc-fingers are very close to the common 
region in contrast to the Lola long isoform in which the zinc-fingers are positioned at the 
COOH-terminal end. 
Our identification of Lola zf5 as a novel zinc-finger containing protein within the 
locus prompted us to survey the region for additional exons with zinc-finger motifs. 
Consensus zinc-finger motifs include the sequences CxxC, HxxxxC, and HxxxxH. We 
searched the lola genomic region for long open reading frames (ORFs) containing any of 
these zinc-finger motif consensus sequences. A total of fifteen putative exons containing 
zinc-finger motifs were identified following this strategy as summarized in Fig. 4A. From 
this analysis we predict that at least 17 splice variants are generated from the lola locus. 
Fifteen of these each have a different zinc-finger domain (zfl-zfl5) whereas two use exons 
without zinc-finger motifs. Figure 4B shows an alignment of the 15 different zinc-finger 
domains within the locus. Two isoforms, Lola zf4 and zfl4, have only a single C2H2 zinc-
finger domain whereas the remaining splice variants have tandem C2HC/C2H2 or 
C2HC/C2HC zinc-finger domains (Fig. 4B). We propose to name the various novel zinc-
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finger domain containing Lola isoforms according to the order of the zinc-finger domain they 
contain, hence the name Lola zf5. In order to verify that these putative isoforms, the 
majority of which were not predicted by the genome project, were indeed expressed we used 
PCR to amplify isoform-specific cDNA fragments from the 0-21 h yeast two-hybrid cDNA 
library based on the assumption that all of the Lola isoforms share the same common regions 
as the known isoforms. In this way the expression of thirteen out of the fifteen predicted 
zinc-finger containing exons was confirmed by direct sequencing of such PCR products (Fig. 
4A, indicated in black). In addition, we searched the Drosophila EST database with the 
genomic DNA sequence of each isoform and found further EST support for expression of six 
of the 13 exons containing zinc-finger motifs. We also identified an EST clone (GM27815) 
representing the second Lola isoform without a zinc-finger domain and have named it Lola 
short-like (Fig. 4A). 
The coding regions of most of the Lola isoforms are generated by splicing the four 
common exons together with a single exon containing the different zinc-finger domains. 
However, by sequencing the ESTs and the PCR amplification products we identified a 
number of smaller exons without zinc-finger motifs that are utilized by Lola zfl and zf8 (Fig. 
4A). In addition, the locus has four different 5' UTRs (5'a-5'd) that may further amplify the 
diversity of transcripts generated from this locus (Fig. 3B). By sequencing ESTs of the 
various Lola splice variants we have obtained evidence that each of the four 5'UTRs has been 
utilized into at least one transcript (Fig. 3B). Interestingly, we identified two ESTs for Lola 
zf5 that used different 5'UTRs (5'a and 5'c, respectively). Transcripts with different 5' UTRs 
may allow for the fine regulation of their spatial and temporal expression patterns. While 
Lola zf5 is the only example where this alternative utilization has been confirmed it is likely 
that other isoforms are regulated by the same splicing mechanisms. 
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Developmental expression of Lola zf5 
In order to determine the expression pattern of Lola zf5 we carried out Northern blot 
analysis using mRNA samples from representative developmental stages (Fig. 5). As probe 
we used a Lola zf5 isoform specific cDNA fragment from the COOH-terminal coding region 
and 3-UTR. Lola zf5 mRNA migrates as a single band with an approximate molecular size 
of 3.9 kb on 1% agarose denaturing gels. Potential differences in size between transcripts 
using alternative 5' UTRs would not be resolved on these gels. Lola zf5 mRNA was 
abundant in 0-2 h embryos and this level of transcript was maintained in embryos 2-6 h after 
egg laying (Fig. 5). However, the Lola zf5 mRNA level began to decrease in 6-12 h embryos 
and could not be detected in postembryonic stages except at a low level in female adults, 
which may reflect the maternal deposition of mRNA into eggs. These findings correlated 
well with the results from developmental immunoblots using the Lola zf5 specific mAb 7F1 
(Fig. 6A). We detected high levels of Lola zf5 protein in early embryos (0-12 h); however, 
the protein level decreased approximately 12 h after egg laying and could not be detected at 
postembryonic stages including adult females (Fig. 6A). The lack of Lola zf5 protein in 
female ovaries suggests that Lola zf5 is not translated from maternally stored transcripts until 
after fertilization. These results indicate that the functional expression of Lola zf5 is 
restricted to early embryogenesis. 
In previous studies a polyclonal Lola antibody was made to the Lola common region 
that would be expected to recognize all the Lola isoforms (10). In developmental 
immunoblots using this Lola polyclonal antibody we detected multiple bands throughout all 
developmental stages (Fig. 6B). In early embryos (0-6 h) three major bands including one 
migrating at 105 kDa can be detected on the immunoblots. In 12-22 h embryos at least 15 
bands can be recognized by the polyclonal Lola antibody suggesting that most of the Lola 
isoforms are expressed at this stage. Some isoforms also appear to be present in later 
developmental stages such as third instar larvae as well as adults (Fig. 6B). To test whether 
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the 105 kDa protein detected by the Lola antiserum corresponded to Lola zf5 as we would 
predict we performed immunoprecipitation experiments with the mAb 7F1 of protein extracts 
from 0-6 h embryos. The ips were fractionated by SDS-PAGE, immunoblotted, and detected 
with mAb 7F1 and Lola antiserum, respectively (Fig. 6C). As shown in Fig. 6C Lola 
antiserum recognizes three major bands including one of 105 kDa that is also labeled by 
mAb 7F1 and thus is likely to represent the Lola zf5 protein. Interestingly, the presence of 
the two additional bands labeled by the Lola antiserum and not present in the control lane 
suggests that Lola zf5 may be involved in heterodimer formation with other Lola isoforms 
(Fig. 6C, lane 2). 
The lethal lola00642 mutation is a dominant modifier of the hypomorphic JIL-lEp(3)3657 
allele 
To further study whether JIL-1 and Lola zf5 interact in vivo we explored genetic 
interactions between mutant alleles of lola and JIL-1 by generating double mutant individuals 
containing both lola00642 and JIL-lEp(3>3657. The lola00642 allele contains a recessive lethal 
P element insertion, and fails to complement the lethality of many P element insertion alleles 
of lola (40). By PCR amplification of the flanking region of lola00642 followed by direct 
sequencing we found that the insertion site is 438 bp downstream to 5'UTRc and 54 bp 
upstream to 5'UTRd (Fig. 3B). Since Lola zf5 mRNA contains either the 5'UTRa or the 
5'UTRc at the 5' end of the transcript, the insertion of a P element within the Lola zf5 
transcription unit is likely to disrupt expression of both splicing alternatives of Lola zf5. The 
JIL-lEp(3)365 allele is a hypomorphic allele that can be maintained in a homozygous stock 
for only a few generations due to the low hatch rate and recessive semi-lethality (6). The 
hatch rate of JIL-lEp(3>3657 homozygous embryos produced by homozygous parents is as 
low as 4-7% when compared to the hatch rate of wild type Oregon-R embryos (6; this study). 
We generated double mutants by crossing a chromosome containing the lola00642 allele into 
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a homozygous JIL-1 hypomorph EP(3)3657 background. Interestingly, individuals 
homozygous for JIL-lEp(3)3657 that also contain a lola00642 allele can be maintained 
indefinitely as a stock. This suggests that heterozygous lola00642 may function as a dominant 
suppressor of the JIL-lEp(3>3657 phenotype. To quantify the extent of rescue, we compared 
the numbers of JIL-lEp(3>3657 homozygous progeny with or without lola00642 from a single 
cross (Fig. 7A). Although equal numbers of curly- and straight-winged phenotypic classes 
are expected in matings of lola00642/CyO; JIL-lEp(3)3657/JIL-lEp(3)3657 males with 
+/+;JIL-lEp(3>3657/JIL-lEp(3)3657 females, 2.3 times more flies with straight wings were 
observed than curly wings (Fig. 7A). In this cross straight-winged flies carry a lola00642 
allele whereas curly-winged flies do not. The difference in numbers observed for the two 
classes was statistically significant (p<0.005, c2 test). To exclude the possibility that the 
apparent rescue phenotype is due to an enhancer of JIL-1EP(3>3657 phenotype on the CyO 
second chromosome balancer, we also set up a control cross in which the lola00642 
chromosome is not present. In the control cross, we did not observe any statistically 
significant evidence (p>0.1, c2-test) that the CyO balancer chromosome affects the viability 
of JIL-1EP(3)3657 homozygotes (Fig. 7A). The control crosses were performed by mating 
+/CyO;JIL-lEP(3)3657/JIL-lEp(3)3657 males with +/ + ; JIL - lEP<3)3657/j IL .]EP(3)3657 
females. To study the strength of rescue of the JIL-1 mutant phenotype by lola00642, we also 
crossed the lola00642 mutant chromosome into a heterozygous JIL-172 null background (6). 
However, we did not observe any eclosion of z2 homozygotes (data not shown). These 
results suggest that either the interaction between lola00642 and JIL-1 is mild or the genetic 
interaction depends on the presence of a minimal level of JIL-1 protein. 
If the observed genetic rescue is a consequence of normalized relative levels of Lola 
zf5 and JIL-1 we would expect that some or all of this rescue occurs during embryogenesis 
since Lola zf5 is expressed only in early embryos (Figure 6A). We, therefore, quantified 
embryonic rescue by determining hatch rates for JIL-1EP(3)3657/ JIL-lEp(3^3657tmbryos that 
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were either heterozygous for the lola00642 allele or homozygous for the wild-type allele. 
Homozygous JIL-1EP(3>3657/ JIL-lEp(3^3657embryos produced by homozygous mothers 
typically hatch at a low (7%) rate (Figure 7B). Adjusting for the fact that none of the 
embryos with a lola00642 / lola00642 or CyO/CyO genotype hatch, the hatch rate of lola00642 
ICyO; JIL-lEp(3)3657/JIL-lEp(3)3657embTyos is 20% (Fig. 7B). Thus, homozygous JIL-
jEP(3)3657 embryos that were heterozygous for lola00642 hatched at a statistically significant 
2.8-fold greater rate than embryos that did not carry the lola mutation (p<0.005, c2-test). 
Therefore, the increase of viability observed for lola and JIL-1 double mutants is at least 
partially due to an increase in the frequency with which such individuals survive embryonic 
development and hatch. 
DISCUSSION 
In this study we provide evidence that the JIL-1 tandem kinase molecularly interacts 
with a novel isoform of the lola locus, Lola zf5. This interaction was first detected in a yeast 
two hybrid screen and subsequently confirmed by pull-down and cross immunoprecipitation 
assays. Furthermore, immunocytochemical labeling of Drosophila embryos shows that Lola 
zf5 is localized to nuclei. This localization is compatible with a direct interaction with JIL-1 
since JIL-1 has been shown to be a nuclear kinase expressed throughout embryogenesis (4). 
Northern and Western blot analysis show that the expression of Lola zf5 is developmentally 
regulated and is only expressed during early embryogenesis. 
An interesting feature of the lola locus is its complex splicing pattern and we 
demonstrate that it contains at least 27 exons. Four of these code for a BTB-domain and 
sequences with a nuclear localization signal common to all Lola splice forms. In addition, 
fifteen of the exons code for sequences with different zinc-finger domains. From this 
analysis we predict that a minimum of 17 different protein products are generated by the lola 
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locus, fifteen of which contain zinc-finger domains and two that do not. By PCR 
amplification of cDNAs from 0-21 h embryos and sequencing of ESTs we have obtained 
confirming evidence that at least 15 different Lola polypeptides are likely to be encoded. We 
were not able to verify the existence of the two remaining isoforms; however, this could be 
due to that they are only expressed at developmental stages or in tissues that we did not 
examine. We further provide evidence that the number of transcripts from the locus is 
enhanced by alternative splicing of four different 5' UTRs. The utilization of different 5' 
UTRs and exon shuffling may provide a way to finely regulate stage- and tissue-specific 
expression of multiple gene products from the locus that serve different functional roles. 
This kind of complex gene organization has previously been observed at other loci. The 
most extreme example may be the Dscam locus that codes for cell adhesion receptors in the 
Drosophila nervous system and that potentially can generate more than 38,000 Dscam 
receptor isoforms (41). Another example related to control of gene expression is the locus of 
the trithorax group protein mod(mdg4). This locus encodes at least 21 different BTB 
domain-containing protein isoforms (42). At least one of these isoforms has been shown to 
associate with Su(Hw) to exert gypsy insulator function preventing enhancer-promoter 
communication (43). Thus, differential splicing may be a general mechanism for BTB 
domain proteins to generate functional diversity. 
The BTB domain has been shown to promote dimerization and the residues necessary 
for this function have been identified for the Bab protein (16). Comparison between the Lola 
and Bab BTB domains show that all these residues are conserved in the Lola BTB domain 
indicating that it has the capacity for homodimer formation. Furthermore, our 
immunoprecipitation experiments strongly suggest that Lola zf5 forms heterodimers with 
other Lola isoforms. Formation of homo- or heterodimers between Lola isoforms including 
Lola zf5 is likely to lead to different developmental consequences by modifying DNA 
binding specificities and/or affinities of the Lola zinc-finger isoforms. The majority of BTB-
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containing zinc-finger proteins described thus far have been observed to function as 
transcriptional repressors, and several of these have been shown to directly bind co-repressor 
components of histone deacetylase complexes to their dimerized BTB domains (reviewed in 
44). Consistent with such a repressive activity it has been suggested that Lola long may 
reduce expression of copia transposable elements in the Drosophila nervous system (11). 
However, Cavarec et al. (11) also observed Lola-mediated positive regulation of copia 
transcription in the gonads indicating that Lola isoforms also can act as transcriptional 
activators. In support of this notion, they identified a D. hydei isoform of Lola that binds 
directly to the copia enhancer and positively regulates transcription in transfected S2 cells. 
However, this effect was abrogated in a dose-dependent manner when the D. melanogaster 
Lola long coding sequence was co-transfected. Our analysis shows that the zinc-finger 
domains of the D. hydei Lola isoform are nearly identical to those of D. melanogaster Lola 
zf8, with only a single conservative substitution of serine to threonine in the second zinc-
finger domain. Thus, the expression of alternative Lola isoforms may determine whether 
Lola acts as an activator or a repressor within different tissues and at specific stages during 
development. 
C2H2 zinc-fingers are one of the most common DNA-binding motifs found in 
eukaryotic transcription factors and are characterized by a small number of conserved 
residues that generate the folded bba domain structure necessary to align the residues that 
coordinate binding activity (reviewed in 45). The identification of alternatively spliced 
isoforms of the lola locus containing different zinc-finger arrangements in conjunction with 
the ability of Lola isoforms to generate heterodimers suggests that Lola complexes 
functioning as transcription factors may recognize a wide range of potential DNA regulatory 
sequences. However, it should be noted that many of the Lola isoforms have a very unusual 
arrangement of zinc-finger domains that suggest they have the potential to be involved in 
protein-protein interactions as well. Whereas most zinc-fingers are of the C2H2 class, in each 
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of the Lola isoforms where the zinc-finger is present as a tandem array, the first finger is of 
the unusual C2HC class. This atypical zinc-finger domain is also found in MYST family 
histone acetyltransferases such as MOF, where it has been shown to be essential for 
nucleosome interactions (46). Additionally, this domain has been implicated in binding non­
histone proteins (47), RNA (48-50), and DNA (51, 52). 
Our genetic experiments suggest that a reduction of protein levels resulting from 
mutation in the lola locus can act as a dominant modifier of a hypomorphic JIL-1 allele 
leading to an increase in embryonic viability. However, in these experiments the P element 
insertion into the lola locus is likely to perturb transcription of many of the Lola isoforms. 
Thus, we do not know which of the Lola isoforms are responsible for the genetic interaction 
or whether JIL-1 acts upstream or downstream. Thus, several scenarios for a functional 
interaction between Lola proteins and JIL-1 that enhances viability can be envisioned. On 
one hand, JIL-1 may act as a derepressor to counteract a potential repressive function of Lola 
zf5 or other Lola isoforms on gene expression. Derepression of the gene products from these 
loci may lead to enhanced viability. On the other hand, Lola zf5 or other Lola isoforms may 
normally act to downregulate JIL-1 kinase activity by physically interacting with JIL-1. 
Consequently, the decrease in JIL-1 kinase activity observed in a hypomorphic mutant 
background may be alleviated by the reduction of its negative regulator in the lola mutant. In 
a third scenario, JIL-I s interaction with Lola zf5 may indeed enhance transcription at some 
genes, but the loss in the lola mutant of other Lola isoforms that normally function to down-
regulate gene expression in other contexts may counterbalance the reduced JIL-1 activity in 
the JIL-1 hypomorph. Thus, the interaction between JIL-1 and the lola locus may be highly 
complex and promises to provide new experimental avenues into exploring the mechanisms 
of modification of chromatin and/or the regulation of gene expression during early 
embryogenesis. 
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FOOTNOTES 
iThe abbreviations used are: mAb, monoclonal antibody; SerlO, serine 10; MSL, 
male specific lethal; GST, glutathione S-transferase; PBS, phosphate buffered saline; KDI, 
kinase domain I; ip, immunoprecipitation, PMSF, phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride; TEST, Tris 
buffered saline with Tween-20; HRP, horseradish peroxidase; EST, expressed sequence tag; 
ORF, open reading frame; UTR, untranslated region. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Fig. 1. The predicted sequence of the Lola zf5 isoform and Lola zf5 antibody 
labeling. (A) The complete predicted amino acid sequence of Lola zf5. Lola zf5 is a 748 
residue protein with a calculated molecular mass of 79.4 kDa. The BTB domain is 
underlined and the zinc-finger domains are boxed. (B) Immunoblot of SDS-PAGE 
fractionated 0-6 h embryo extracts labeled with the Lola zf5-specific mAb, 7F1. The 
antibody recognizes a single band migrating at 105 kDa. The migration of molecular mass 
markers in kDa is indicated to the left. (C,D) Double labeling of a syncytial embryo with 
mAb 7F1 and Hoechst. The labeling of mAb 7F1 (C) shows that Lola zf5 is localized in a 
pattern overlapping with that of the Hoechst labeled nuclei (D). 
Fig. 2. Lola zf5 and JIL-1 pulldown and immunoprecipitation experiments. (A) 
S2 cell lysate incubated with a Lola zf5-GST fusion construct or a GST only control was 
pelleted with glutathione-agarose beads and the interacting protein(s) fractionated by SDS-
PAGE, Western blotted, and probed with JIL-1 antibody. Unincubated S2 cell lysate was 
included as a control (lane 1). The Lola zf5-GST construct was able to pull down the 160 
kDa JIL-1 protein as indicated by detection with JIL-1 antibody (lane 2) while no interaction 
was observed with the GST only control (lane 3). (B) Immunoprecipitation of lysates from 
0-6 h embryos was performed using Lola zf5 antibody (mAb 7F1) coupled to immunobeads 
(lane 2) or with immunobeads only as a control (lane 3) and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and 
Western blotting using JIL-1 antibody for detection. JIL-1 is detected as a 160 kDa band in 
embryo extracts (lane 1) as well as in the Lola zf5 antibody immunoprecipitation sample 
(lane 2) but not in the control sample (lane 3). (C) Immunoprecipitation of lysates from 0-6 
h embryos were performed using JIL-1 antibody coupled to immunobeads (lane 2) or with 
immunobeads only as a control (lane 3) and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting 
using Lola zf5 antibody for detection. Lola zf5 is detected as a 105 kDa band in embryo 
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extracts (lane 1) as well as in the JIL-1 antibody immunoprecipitation sample (lane 2) but not 
in the control sample (lane 3). 
Fig. 3. Comparison of Lola isoforms. (A) Schematic diagrams of the domain 
organization of Lola zf5 and the two Lola isoforms, Lola long and Lola short, drawn to scale. 
Each Lola isoform shares a common region consisting of a NH2-terminal BTB domain and a 
core domain (in black) with a nuclear localization signal (NLS). In addition, Lola zf5 and 
Lola long have tandem zinc-finger domains (Zn). (B) Diagram of the different 5'UTR usage 
by Lola splice forms. The lola locus has four exons (I-IV) that code for the common region. 
The 5'UTR utilization for six Lola splice forms are diagrammed. Exons in black have been 
confirmed by sequencing whereas exons in grey are inferred. In addition, the COOH-
terminal sequence of Lola short (in white) is generated by alternative read through of exon 
IV of the common region (10). The insertion site of the P-element of the lola00642 mutation 
is indicated by the triangle. 
Fig. 4. Diagram of the lola genomic locus and alignment of zinc-finger motifs. 
(A) The lola locus has at least 27 potential exons: four coding for 5'UTRs, four coding for 
the Lola common region (I-IV), and 19 alternatively spliced exons coding for the variable 
COOH-terminal region of the Lola isoforms. Fifteen of these exons contain zinc-finger 
domains (ZF1-ZF15). The coding sequence for 17 potential ORFs of Lola isoforms 
generated from the locus are diagrammed underneath. The existence of the isoforms 
depicted in black was supported by Drosophila ESTs from the genome project or of PCR 
amplified isoform-specific cDNA fragments. Lola long and Lola short have both been 
previously characterized (10). In addition, a homolog of Lola zf8 has been identified in D. 
hydei (11). (B) Alignment of the 15 different zinc-finger domains from the zinc-finger 
containing exons. The conserved coordinating cysteines and histidines are in white type face 
outlined in black. 
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Fig. 5. Developmental Northern blot analysis of Lola zf5 mRNA. PolyA+ mRNA 
from various stages of Drosophila development was fractionated on a 1% agarose denaturing 
gel, transferred to nylon filter paper, and probed with random primer labeled Lola zf5-
specific sequences spanning the COOH-terminal region (upper lanes) or with ribosomal 
protein RP49 control probe (lower lanes). A single band of approximately 3.9 kb was 
detected in 0-12 h embryos with Lola zf5 probe. Lola zf5 transcripts were not detected in 
postembryonic stages except at low levels in female adults. 
Fig. 6. Western blot analysis of Lola proteins. (A) Protein extracts from selected 
stages of Drosophila development were fractionated by SDS-PAGE, immunoblotted, and 
labeled with the Lola zf5-specific mAb 7F1 (upper lanes) or with tubulin antibody as a 
control (lower lanes). The Lola zf5 protein was only detectable during early embryogenesis 
and was absent at postembryonic stages. (B) Developmental Western blot as in (A) but 
probed with a Lola polyclonal antiserum likely to recognize all the different Lola isoforms. 
Multiple Lola isoforms were labeled by the antiserum at the various developmental stages. 
(C) Immunoprecipitation (ip) of lysates from 0-6 h embryos were performed using Lola zf5 
antibody (mAb 7F1) coupled to immunobeads (lane 1 and 2) or with immunobeads only as a 
control (lane 3) and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting using mAb 7F1 (lane 1) 
and Lola antiserum (lane 2 and 3) for detection. Lola zf5 was detected as a 105 kDa protein 
by mAb 7F1 in lane 1. The lower bands (arrow) are comprised of 7F1 IgG antibody which 
was pulled down in the immunoprecipitation. Rabbit polyclonal Lola antiserum also 
recognized the 105 kDa Lola zf5 band but additionally labeled two protein bands 
coimmunoprecipitating with Lola zf5. None of the three bands recognized by the Lola 
antiserum were detected in the beads only control lane. 
Fig. 7. Genetic interaction between lola00642 and JIL-1EP^3657. (A) Presence of 
a heterozygous lola00642 {lola) allele increases the viability of JIL-lEp(3>3657 {JIL-1) 
homozygous animals (histograms to the right).  lola0 0 6 4 2 /CyO; J IL- lEP(3)3657/ j j^jEPf3)3657 
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males were mated with +/+; J IL-IEP(3)3657/JJI^_J EP(3)3657 females. J\L.]EP(3)3657 
homozygotes with a lola00642 allele (histogram in black) eclosed at a rate 2.3 times greater 
than JIL-lEp(3)3657 homozygoes with a wild type lola allele (histogram in white; normalized 
to 100%). The difference in numbers observed for the two classes was statistically 
significant (p<0.005, c2 test). Control crosses were performed by mating +/CyO; JIL-
]EP(3)3657/JJL.JEP(3)3657 males with +/+; J IL-1 EP(3)3657/JJ^. J EP(3)3657 females. Presence 
of the CyO balancer alone did not affect viability of homozygous JIL-lEp(3>3657 animals, as 
statistically equivalent (p>0.1, c2 test) numbers of curly (normalized to 100%) and straight-
winged flies were observed in the F1 progeny (left white and black histograms). (B) Rescue 
of JlL-lEp(3)3657/JIL-lEp(3)3657 lethality by lola00642 occurs during embryogenesis. Only 
7.2% of embryos from control matings of JIL-lEp(3)3657/JIL-lEp(3)3657 flies hatched into 
larvae (white histogram). In contrast, when lola00642/CyO; J IL -lEp(3)365 7/JIL-]EP(3)3657 
flies were mated, the hatching rate of those embryos not homozygous for embryonic lethal 
lola0062/lola0062 or CyO/CyO chromosomes increased to 20% (black histogram). Thus, 
presence of the heterozygous lola00642 allele increased the hatch rate of JIL-lEp(3)3657/JIL-
JEP(3)3657 flies 2.8-fold. This difference was statistically significant (p<0.005, c2 test). The 
numbers of animals counted in all classes are indicated at the bottom of each histogram. In 
(B) the number of embryos hatching from the total number of lola00642/CyO; JIL-
JEP(3)3657IEP(3)3657 individuals are shown. 
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A B 7F, 
200 1 MDDDQQFCLRWNNHQSTLISVFDTLLENETLVDCTLAAEGKFLKAHKWL 50 SACSPYFATLLQEQYDKHPIFILKDVKYQELRAMMDYMYRGEVNISQDQL 
100 AALLKAAESLOIKGLSDNRTGGGVAPKPESSGHHRGGKLSGAYTLEOTKR 
150 ARLATGGAMDTSGDVSGSREGSSSPSRRRRKVRRRSMENDAHDNSNSSVL 
200 QAAASNQSILQQTGAGLAVSALVTTQLSSGPAAGTSSQASSTQQQQPLTS 116 
250 TNVTKKTESAKLTSSTAAPASGASASAAVQQAHLHQQQAQTTSDAINTEN g7 
300 VQAQSQGGAQGVQGDDEDIDEGSAVGGPNSATGPNPASASASAVHAGVW 
350 KQLASWDKSSSNHKHKIKDNSVSSVGSEMVIEPKAEYDDDAHDENVBDL 
400 TLDEEDMTMEELDQTAGTSQGGEGSSQTYATWQHDRSQDELGLMAQDAQQ 66 
450 RDPQDLKYPYKHSIFGSDDADQDQYKERFHCAVCNKSYLRKRHLQRHMRDI 
500 lECIGIPPRFNCEFCSSRFRRKYHMVRHLVSKHGIPPAttAOMTTGSGSRSS 
550 ISGSLDLKSGGGLAGLQQMGGGGAGGGGSTGDCGASVGSAGSHNGCESPI 
600 PENLSLRKENYENENLSGSRCTSPLPPHIMPIPTYGLTGAITAISAAAAV 
650 VEEQAAAAAAAAAIAEAQAKNNNESGGGRSEVDDEDETLAAQAEAVAALG 
700 IKPEPVTPSKVQHLMNEEWNMKLGLQIISNSLLKERLMNTMPFAYNNN 
Figure 1. 
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CHAPTER 6. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
JIL-1 ENCODES A KINASE INVOLVED IN HISTONE H3 PHOSPHORYLATION 
The Drosophila JIL-1 gene encodes an essential serine/threonine tandem kinase 
homologous to mammalian MSK1 kinases and implicated in histone H3 phosphorylation (Jin 
et al., 1999). Histone H3 serlO phosphorylation at gene promoter regions is correlated with 
gene activation in mammals (Clayton et al., 2000). 
In a J I L - 1  null mutant generated in this study, in vivo histone H3 serlO 
phosphorylation levels are greatly reduced and can be restored by a GFP-JIL-1 transgene 
introduced into the JIL-17-2 null background (Wang et al., 2001). In antibody labeling 
experiments, H3 serlO phosphorylation also correlates with JIL-1 signals and largely 
disappears in JIL-17-2 null mutants in salivary glands (Zhang, unpublished results). 
Therefore, we conclude that JIL-1 regulates histone H3 serlO phosphorylation in D. 
melanogaster. However, in mitotic neuroblasts high levels of histone H3 serlO 
phosphorylation are observed in absence of JIL-1 proteins (Wang, et al., 2001), suggesting 
that JIL-1 mainly regulates histone H3 phosphorylation in interphase. 
JIL-1 IS REQUIRED FOR MAINTENANCE OF NORMAL CHROMOSOME 
STRUCTURE 
Our results support a role for JIL-1 in maintenance of normal chromatin structure. In 
strong JIL-1 hypomorphic and null mutants, polytene chromosome structure is aberrant 
(Wang, et al., 2001; Zhang, et al., 2003a). Mutant chromosomes are shortened and spiral 
compared to wild type chromosomes. Phenotypes associated with JIL-1 mutant X 
chromosomes in males are more severe than those of autosomes and female chromosomes. 
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There is no recognizable banding pattern on the male X chromosomes although the MSL 
complex still binds to the male X chromosomes in JIL-1 mutants (Wang, et al., 2001; Zhang, 
et al., 2003a). These phenotypes can be rescued by a wild type JIL-1 transgene fused with an 
NH2-terminal GFP. 
Intermediate JIL-lEp(3)3657 hypomorphic homozygotes can be maintained for a few 
generations (Wang et al., 2001). However, embryos laid by JIL-lEp(3)36571JIL-lEp(3)3657 
females have a reduced hatch rate correlated with lower maternal JIL-1 products (Wang et 
al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2003a). These eggs exhibit severe defects in chromatin structure and 
mitotic apparatus. Chromosomes are often fragmented or disintegrated. Mitotic spindles and 
nuclear lamina often have defects. One hypothesis is that in JIL-1 mutants, aberrant 
interphase chromosomes cannot be properly packaged into hypercondensed mitotic 
chromosomes in the fast dividing early embryos. 
Our results suggested that JIL-1 directly interacts with Lola ZF5 in embryonic stages 
(Zhang et al., 2003b). Lola isoforms all contain a conserved BTB domain involved in protein 
interaction and dimerization. Most of the Lola isoforms including Lola ZF5 also contain zinc 
finger motifs that are potential DNA binding motifs. Since Lola ZF5 is only expressed in 
embryonic stages, the interaction between Lola and JIL-1 suggests that JIL-1 may be present 
in one or more protein complexes. This is consistent with the observation that JIL-1 is also 
present in females and on male autosomes where MSL complex is largely absent. Maybe 
Lola ZF5 regulates JIL-1 functions or is regulated by JIL-1. In both scenarios, Lola ZF5 may 
counteract JIL-1 functionally by the fact that a lola mutant suppresses the reduced hatch rate 
phenotype of a JIL-1 mutant. 
Many hypomorphic JIL-1 mutant homozygotes survive into adulthood. In many JIL-
lz2/JIL-lEp(3)3(>57 or JIL-lEp(3)3657IJIL-lEp(3^3657 hypomorphic animals, cell identities of 
the A6 segment are transformed into the more anterior segment consistent with a JIL-1 role 
involved in regulating chromosome structure (Zhang et al., 2003a). The posterior to anterior 
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transformation phenotype observed in JIL-1 mutants is similar to those observed in trx-G 
mutants that help to maintain more open chromatin structure. Indeed, this JIL-1 phenotype is 
strongly enhanced by known trx-G mutants brahma, an ATPase involved in chromatin 
remodeling, and trx, an HMT suggested in histone H3 lys4 methylation, suggesting that JIL-1 
might act on a subset of genes by maintaining a chromatin structure favorable for gene 
activation. 
JIL-1 PLAYS A PUTATIVE ROLE IN DOSAGE COMPENSATION 
Although known JIL-1 hypomorphic or null alleles do not show male specific 
lethality, it is probably because JIL-1 is essential for both sexes. In JIL-1 hypomorphic 
mutants, viability of males is more sensitive to reduction of JIL-1 level than that of females 
(Wang, et al., 2001; Zhang, et al., 2003a). JIL-1 is at higher levels on the male X 
chromosomes and colocalizes with the MSL complex. In strong JIL-1 mutants, MSL still 
associates with the male X chromosome although the grossly perturbed chromosome 
morphology does not allow us to assess whether there are any changes in its banding pattern 
(Wang et al., 2001). These results suggest that JIL-1 acts downstream to the MSL complex. 
An attractive hypothesis is that the MSL complex recruits JIL-1 to further regulate the male 
X chromosome structure to achieve dosage compensation. 
The male X chromosome of D. melanogaster adopts a special conformation. 
Although it contains only half the DNA content relative to the paired autosomes, it appears as 
wide as autosomes in polytene chromosome squashes. This results in lighter Hoechst 
staining visualized by the eipfluorescent microscopy. The male X chromosomes in JIL-1 
mutants completely lose their banding pattern without losing preferential binding by the MSL 
complex (Wang, et al., 2001). It is possible that some of the effects we observed on the male 
X chromosome in JIL-1 mutants is due to persistent activity of the MSL complex. One 
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component of the MSL complex is the MOF histone acetyltransferase that specifically 
acetyl ate s histone H4 lysl6 (Bone et al., 1994; Smith et al., 2000). Thus it appears that 
normally H4 lysl6 hyperacetylation and H3 serlO hyper-phosphorylation are concurrent on 
the male X chromosome. In addition, histone H3 molecules phosphorylated at serlO are also 
acetylated at lysl4 (Wang, et al., 2001). The histone code model proposes that covalent 
modifications on hi stones act synergistically to define a specific chromatin conformation to 
facilitate downstream activities (Strahl and Allis, 2000). The combination of histone H4 
lysl6 acetylation and histone H3 serlO phosphorylation might define such a code in the 
process of dosage compensation in D. melanogaster and may be required for the male X 
chromosome to adopt its normal banded pattern. 
In summary, we propose that JIL-1 regulates chromosome structure and function at 
multiple developmental stages. Some of JIL-1 's functions are likely contributed by its 
activities regulating phosphorylation of histone H3 or other substrates. JIL-1 may play an 
additional role in dosage compensation together with the MSL proteins to maintain the 
proper chromatin structure for global gene regulation on the male X chromosome. 
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